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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
ACCURACY IN MEDIA, INC., et al.,
Plaintiffs,
v.
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, et al.,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 14-1589 (EGS)

DECLARATION OF JOHN H. CLARKE
John H. Clarke hereby deposes and says:
1.

The attached exhibits one through 10, consisting of (1) a selection of pages from

Congressional transcripts, (2) excerpts of a Congressional report, and (3) Executive Branch
records, are authentic.

Exhibit 1:
Exhibit 2:
Exhibit 3:

Exhibit 4:
Exhibit 5:
Exhibit 6:
Exhibit 7:

Exhibit 8:
Exhibit 9:
Exhibit 10:

Bates
Sept 12, 2012 3:00 a.m. EXORD, European Command. . . . . . 1-2
DOD Timeline, November 2013. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-4
Leon Panetta January 8, 2016 closed-door testimony
before U.S. House of Representative Select Committee on the
Events Surrounding the 2012 Terrorist Attack in Benghazi,
excerpts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5-48
Select Committee on the Events Surrounding the 2012 Terrorist
Attack in Benghazi Report, excerpts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49-60
Deputy Chief of Mission Gregory Hicks testimony before House
Oversight and Government Reform Committee, excerpt. . . . . . 61-64
Plaintiffs' Interrogatory to DOD. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65-66
Testimony Secretary Clinton before Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations, U.S. Senate, Jan. 2013, re "Benghazi: The Attacks and the
Learned," excerpts, and testimony before U.S. House of Representative Select
Committee on the Events Surrounding the 2012 Terrorist Attack in
Benghazi, excerpts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67-76
CIA Inspector General Records. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77-103
September 19, 2012, CIA Memorandum for the Record. . . . . . 104-08
Leon Panetta Feb 7, 2013 testimony before U.S. Senate Committee
on Armed forces, "Hearing to Receive Testimony on Department
of Defense's Response . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109-11
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Exhibit 11:
Exhibit 12:
2.

Time Conversion Chart. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112
Map of assets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .113
This Declaration is submitted pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56(d),

which provides:
(d)

When Facts Are Unavailable to the Nonmovant. If a nonmovant shows by
affidavit or declaration that, for specified reasons, it cannot present facts essential
to justify its opposition, the court may:
(1)
defer considering the motion or deny it;
(2)
allow time to obtain affidavits or declarations or to take discovery; or (3)
issue any other appropriate order.

Although plaintiffs believe that the DOD's Motion for Summary Judgment should be denied
outright for the reasons set forth in their Memorandum, they submit this Declaration, averring
that a review of the records attached hereto reveals that plaintiffs cannot present all facts
essential to support their opposition to the DOD's dispositive motion. Summary Judgment is not
appropriate at this juncture because plaintiffs have not been allowed to discover the facts of
when, and by what means, communications with assets were first made.
3.

On November 20, 2017, the Washington Post published, "After 7-week trial,

Benghazi jury weighs $7 million informant, surveillance video and phone traces." It included:
Surveillance video played at trial showed some of those men armed, one carrying
a fuel can that prosecutors contend was used to ignite diplomatic vehicles, and
another a looted map that prosecutors said showed the secret CIA annex's location
not far from the diplomatic compound.
4.

In late 2017, NBC Nightly News broadcast an excerpt of that video footage.

5.

Under House Resolution 567, the Select Committee on the Events Surrounding the

2012 Terrorist Attack in Benghazi was "directed to conduct a full and complete investigation and
study and issue a final report of its findings to the House regarding all… activities that
contributed to the attacks… including any other relevant issues relating to the attacks…." The
Committee will issue a final report "addressing the matters," which "may contain a classified
2
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annex." H. Res. 36—113th Congress (2013-2014) INVESTIGATION AND REPORT ON THE EVENTS
SURROUNDING THE 2012 TERRORIST ATTACK IN BENGHAZI, states:
(a)

(b)

(c)

6.

The Select Committee is authorized and directed to conduct a full and
complete investigation and study and issue a final report of its findings to
the House regarding—
(1)
all policies, decisions, and activities that contributed to the
attacks…
*
*
*
(3)
internal and public executive branch communications about
the attacks on United States facilities in Benghazi, Libya, on
September 11, 2012;
* *
*
(9)
any other relevant issues relating to the attacks, the response
to the attacks, or the investigation by the House of Representatives
into the attacks.
In addition to any final report addressing the matters in subsection
(a), the Select Committee may issue such interim reports as it deems
necessary.
Any report issued by the Select Committee may contain a classified
annex.

"I make the following statements based upon my personal knowledge, which in

tum is based upon information furnished to me in the course of my official duties" (DOS Decl.
ECF 68-6). Prior to the publication of the Select Committee Report, six Congressional reports
were issued on the matter:
•

December 30, 2012, FLASHING RED: A SPECIAL REPORT ON THE TERRORIST
ATTACK AT BENGHAZI, issued by both parties U.S. Senate Committee on
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
Fifty security incidents in Benghazi was a "flashing red" warning, according to
the Republican report. Failing to suspend or abandon the Benghazi facilities was
a "grievous mistake." Key findings include State Department initial knowledge
that the attack was preplanned and the absence of any protest, at least by
September 15th. Report faults IC and open source reports for the account of a
protest in Benghazi.

•

April 23, 2013, INTERIM PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE MEMBERS OF THE
HOUSE REPUBLICAN CONFERENCE ON THE EVENTS SURROUNDING THE SEPTEMBER
11, 2012 TERRORIST ATTACKS IN BENGHAZI, LIBYA, issued by Republican
Majority of five House committees
3
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On "the same day and prior to" Ambassador Rice's talk show appearances, "a
senior official on the ground in Libya informed senior leaders at the State
Department that there was no demonstration prior to the attack." The
Administration had altered its talking points to "remove references to the likely
participation of Islamic extremists." The President and Secretary Clinton for
appeared in a $70,000 advertisement campaign in Pakistan disavowing the
YouTube video. Also, "State Department personnel have testified that funding
was not a reason for the drawdown of security levels in Benghazi."
•

September 16, 2013, BENGHAZI ATTACKS: INVESTIGATIVE UPDATE INTERIM
REPORT ON THE ACCOUNTABILITY REVIEW BOARD, issued by Republican Majority
of Committee on Oversight and Government Reform.
Under Secretary of Management at the Department of State Ambassador Kennedy
personally oversaw the number staff at any time at the Special Mission
Compound, decided to discontinue the Security Support Team, and approved the
extension of the facility "as is."
All four State Department officials who were placed on administrative leave
failed to receive due process from the State Department, three of whom were not
permitted to see the charges against them for six months because the information
was classified. Hillary Clinton selected four of the five Accountability Review
Board members, Undersecretary Kennedy oversaw the selection of ARB staff,
and the ARB failed to interview Clinton. Admiral Mullen gave Cheryl Mills a
friendly "heads up" that Charlene Lamb would not be a good witness.

•

January 15, 2014, REVIEW OF THE TERRORIST ATTACKS ON U.S. FACILITIES IN
BENGHAZI, LIBYA, SEPTEMBER 11-12, 2012, TOGETHER WITH ADDITIONAL VIEWS,"
issued by U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence
The bipartisan report holds the State Department responsible for inadequate
security at the Mission in the face of an increased violence, and the tragedy
"preventable." There were three diplomatic Security agents assigned to the
Mission, whereas nine security officers were assigned at the CIA Annex.
Itemization of security improvements at the CIA Annex is redacted, while the
Mission failed to keep all surveillance cameras running or install its new cameras.
The attacks were in three distinct phases, with probing attacks at the CIA Annex
between 11:56 p.m. and 1:00 a.m.
This Report details the August 15, 2012 Emergency Action Committee Report
and its corresponding classified cable: "A CIA officer 'briefed the EAC on the
location of approximately ten Islamist militias and AQ training camps within
Benghazi.'" "Individuals affiliated with terrorist groups, including AQIM, Ansar
al- Sharia, AQAP, and the Mohammad Jamal Network, participated in the
September 11, 2012, attacks." The FBI and CIA reviewed the closed circuit
4
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television video from the Mission on September 18, 2012, and FBI intelligence
reports regarding the interviews of the survivors were disseminated on September
20, 2012.
•

February 7, 2014, BENGHAZI: WHERE IS THE STATE DEPARTMENT
ACCOUNTABILITY?
Issued by Republican Majority of the House Foreign Affairs Committee Secretary
Clinton was aware of the security problems in Libya and should have acted
accordingly, according to this Republican report. Of the four reinstated
employees who had been placed on leave (Charlene Lamb, Scott Bultrowicz, Ray
Maxwell, and Eric Boswell), two retired with full benefits, and the other two have
been reassigned to positions with commensurate pay and benefits. Elizabeth
Dibble, Jake Sullivan, and Victoria Nuland, were all promoted. Patrick Kennedy
was unaccountable, even after (1) "approv[ing] a one-year extension of the
Benghazi SMC in December 2011," (2) telling "the Defense Department in July
2012 that the State Department would no longer need the U.S. military's 16member SST," and (3) "terminat[ing] Embassy Tripoli's use of a DC-3 aircraft
that provided logistical support to the SST" on May 3.

•

February 10, 2014, MAJORITY INTERIM REPORT: BENGHAZI INVESTIGATION
UPDATE, issued by Republican Majority of House Armed Services Committee
While this Republican report declares that there was no "stand down" order given
and that the military acted appropriately given the resources available, the
Committee questions the posture of military forces. Why didn't the
Administration prioritize a violent Libya among the ongoing threats"? Why was
the Commander's in Extremis Force training on September 11th? Why didn't
General Ham know that the CIA had a facility in Benghazi?
The State Department was ultimately responsible for embassy security. The
attack was "carefully planned," with a "scouted...scene beforehand."

Date: June 25, 2018.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

/s/
John H. Clarke
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Subject:

USEUCOM EXORD fOR COMMANDERS IN-EXTREMIS fORCE (Clf) DEPLOYMENT

Originator: EUCOM J3 DIRECTORATE(MC)
DTG: l20700Z Sep 12 Precedence: ROUTINE
To: SOCEUR(rnc), COMUSNAVEUR NAPLES IT(sc), SQCEUR(mc),
USAfECOMMANDCENTER{mc), USAREUR CG(rnc), COMMARFOREUR(mc)
cc: SOCEUR J3 OPERATIONS DIRECTORATE(MC), EUCOM Jl DIRECTORATE(MC), EUCOM J37
Joint Readiness Training and Exercise Div{rnc}, EUCOM EPOC Antiterrorism
Division(mcJ, EUCOM J4-Eddoc Eucom Deployment-Distribution Ops Ctr(mcJ, EUCOM
J5-P Plans Div(rnc), EUCOM J4-JLOC(mc), USCENTCOM COMMAND CENTER(rnc), USAREUR
G3(mc), EUCOM J2 DIRECTORATE(MC), EUCOM EPOC Operations Div(mc), EUCOM J4
DIRECTORATE(MC), EUCOM J5-J8 Directorate{rnc), EUCOM J6 DIRECTORATE(MC), EUCOM
J7 DIRECTORATE(rne), EUCOM J9 DIRECTORATE (me) , EUCOM PA Public Affairs(me),
EUCOM JA Judge Advocate Directorate(rne)
MSGID/ORDER/CDRUSEUCOM//
REf/A/PHONECON/CDRUSEUCOM/112228ZSEP12//

NARR/_(b)(1) EO 13526 § 1.4(a)
ORDTYP/EXORD/CDRUSEUCOM//
TIMEZONE/Z//

NARR/~}

(b)(1) EO 13526 § 1.4(a)

GENTEXT/SITUATION/
1. _

(b)(1) EO 13526 § 1.4(a)
GENTEXT/MISSION/
2. _

(b)(1) EO 13526 § 1.4(a)
GENTEXT/EXECUTION!

3._

(b)(1) EO 13526 § 1.4(a)
3.B. (U) TASKS.
3.B.l. {UJ CDR, SOCEUR (CDRSOCEUR).

(b}(j,f.EO 13526 § 1.4(a)
EXHIBIT 1
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8C8RETN,jeUC

EO 13526 § 1.4(a)

3B.1.B. ~)(b)(1)
3.8.2. (U) COMMANDER, NAVAL FORCES EUROP£ (CORNAVEUR).

(b)(1) EO 13526 § 1.4(a)

3.8.4.
(U) CDR, US ARMY EUROPE (CDRUSAREUR).
3.B.4.A. =(b)(1)E013526§1.4(a)
3.B.5. (U) CDR, US MARINE FORCES EUROPE (CDRUSMARFOREUR).
3.B.5.A. =(b)(1) EO 13526 § 1.4(a)
GENTEXT!ADMIN AND LOG!

(b)(1) EO 13526 § 1.4(a)
GENTEXT!COMMAND AND SIGNAL!
5. (Ul COMMAND AND SIGNAL!!
5.A. (U) COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS. CORUSAFRICOM IS THE SUPPORTED COM8ATANT
COMMANDER FOR THIS MISSION. CDRUSEUCOM IS THE SUPPORTING COMBATANT COMMANDER.
ALL OTHER COMPONENT COMMANDERS ARE SUPPORTING.
5.8. ~)

(b)(1) EO 13526 § 1.4(a)
5.E (U) POINTS OF CONTACT.

(b)(3) 10USC 130b (b)(6)
Derived From: MULTIPLE SOURCES
Declassify On: 120700Z Sep 22
Date of Source: OlOOOlZ Aug 08

!fl!!eftl!!T1me'41!!
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Timeline of Department of Defense Actions on September 11-12, 2012
All times are Eastern Daylight Time (EDT, Washington, DC)
and Eastern European Time (EET, Benghazi)
Tuesday, September 11, 2012

EDT II EET
~3:42 pm

119:42 pm

3:59 pm 119:59 pm

The incident starts at the facility in Benghazi.
An unarmed, unmanned, surveillance aircraft is directed to reposition overhead
the Benghazi facility.

4:32 pm II 10:32pm

The National Military Command Center at the Pentagon, after receiving initial
reports of the incident from the State Department, notifies the Office of the
Secretary of Defense and the Joint Staff. The information is quickly passed to
Secretary Panetta and General Dempsey.

5:00 pm II 11:00pm

Secretary Panetta and General Dempsey attend a previously scheduled meeting
with the President at the White House. The leaders discuss potential responses
to the emerging situation.

5:10 pm 1111:10 pm
~5:30

pm II 11:30 pm

6:00-8:00 pm II
12:00-2:00 am

The diverted surveillance aircraft arrives on station over the BenghaZi facility.
All surviving American personnel have departed the facility.

Secretary Panetta convenes a series of meetings in the Pentagon with senior
officials including General Dempsey and General Ham. They discuss additional
response options for Benghazi and for the potential outbreak of further violence
throughout the region, particularly in Tunis, Tripoli, Cairo, and Sana'a.
During these meetings, Secretary Panetta directs (provides verbal authorization)
the following actions:
1) A Fleet Antiterrorism Security Team (FAST) platoon, stationed in Rota, Spain,
to prepare to deploy to BenghaZi, and a second FAST platoon, also stationed
in Rota, Spain, to prepare to deploy to the Embassy in Tripoli.
2) A EUCOM special operations force, which is training in Central Europe, to
prepare to deploy to an intermediate staging base in southern Europe.
3) A special operations force based in the United States to prepare to deploy
to an intermediate staging base in southern Europe.
During this period, actions are verbally conveyed from the Pentagon to the
affected Combatant Commands in order to expedite movement of forces upon
receipt of formal authorization.

~6:30 pm

1112:30 am

A six-man security team from U.S. Embassy Tripoli, including two DoD
personnel, departs for Benghazi.

EXHIBIT 2
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~7:30

pm II 1:30 am

~8:30pm

112:30 am

The American security team from Tripoli lands in Benghazi.
The National Military Command Center conducts a Benghazi Conference Call
with representatives from AFRICOM, EUCOM, CENTCOM, TRANSCOM, SOCOM,
and the four services.

8:39pm 112:39 am

As ordered by Secretary Panetta, the National Military Command Center
transmits formal authorization for the two FAST platoons, and associated
equipment, to prepare to deploy and for the EUCOM special operations force,
and associated equipment, to move to an intermediate staging base in southern
Europe.

8:53pm 112:53 am

As ordered by Secretary Panetta, the National Military Command Center
transmits formal authorization to deploy a special operations force, and
associated equipment, from the United States to an intermediate staging base
in southern Europe.

~11:00

pm

II 5:00 am

A second, unmanned, unarmed surveillance aircraft is directed to relieve the
initial asset still over Benghazi.

~11:15

pm 115:15 am

The second facility in Benghazi comes under mortar and rocket propelled
grenade fire.

Wednesday, September 12, 2012
12:05 am II 6:05am

AFRICOM orders a C-17 aircraft in Germany to prepare to deploy to libya to
evacuate Americans.

~1:40

am 117:40 am

The first wave of American personnel depart Benghazi for Tripoli via airplane.

~4:00

am II 10:00 am

The second wave of Americans, including the fallen, depart Benghazi for Tripoli
via airplane.

8:15 am 112:15 pm

The C-17 departs Germany en route Tripoli to evacuate Americans.

1:17 pm II 7:17 pm

The C-17 departs Tripoli en route Ramstein, Germany with the American
personnel and the remains of Ambassador Stevens, Sean Smith, Tyrone Woods,
and Glen Doherty.

1:57 pm II 7:57 pm

The EUCOM special operations force, and associated equipment, arrives at an
intermediate staging base in southern Europe.

2:56 pm II 8:56 pm

The FAST platoon, and associated equipment, arrives in Tripoli.

3:28 pm 119:28 pm

The special operations force deployed from the United States, and associated

equipment, arrives at an intermediate staging base in southern Europe.
4:19 pm 1110:19 pm

The C-17 arrives in Ramstein, Germany.
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EXHIBIT 3
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295
4

Mr. Chipman.

Let's go on the record.

(U) For the fir st time in the history of the Select Committee on
Benghazi, we are starting precisely on time, on target, Mr. Secretary.
(U) Thi s is a transcribed interview of Leon Panetta, who served
as the Secretary of Defense f rom July 2811 to Februa ry 2813, conducted
by the House Select Committee on Benghazi.
( U) This interview is being cond ucted vol unt ar ily as part of t he
committee' s investigations into attacks on U.S. diplomatic facilities
in Benghazi, Libya, in September of 2812 and related matters pursuant
t o Ho us e Resolution 567 of the 113t h Congress and House Resolution 5
of the 114th Congress.
(U) Sir, could you please state your full name for the record?
Mr. Panetta.

(U) Leon ,Edwa r d Panetta.

Mr. Chipman.

(U) On behalf of the committee and Chairman Gowdy,

we appreciate your time and wi lli ngne s s to come in and talk to us today.
(U) My name is Dana Chipman, and I am a counsel on the committ ee' s
staff.

I woul d like to go around the r oom to ask everyone else in the

room to introduce themselves as well.
Chairma n Gowdy.

(U) Trey Gowdy, Sout h Carolina .

Mr. Jordan .

(U) Jim Jordan .

Mr. Roskam.

(U) Peter Roskam, Illinois .

Mr. Pompeo.

(U) Mike Pompeo, Kansas.

Mr . Westmoreland .
Mr. Hudson .

(U) Lynn Westmore land, Georgia.

(U) Bill Hudson from the Department of Defense

Offi ce of the Genera l Counsel.
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Mr. Donesa.

(U) I'm Chris Donesa with the committee staff.

Mr. Kiko.

(U) Philip Kiko with the committee.

Ms. Betz.

(U) Kim Betz with the committee.

Mr. Missakian.
Ms. Clarke .
Mr. Kenny.

(U) Craig Missakian , majority staff.

(U) Sheria Clarke, majority staff .
(U) Peter Kenny, minority staff .

Ms. Sachsman Grooms.

(U) Susanne Sachsman Grooms, mino rity

staff.
Ms . Rauch.

(U) I am Laura Rauch, minority staff.

Ms . Green.

(U) Shannon Green with the minority staff.

Ms . Cohen.

(U ) Linda Cohen, minority staff.

Ms . Duckworth.
Mr . Chipman.

(U) Tammy Duckworth.

(U) I would like to go over some of the gro und rules

and explain how the interview wi l l proceed.
(U) Generally , the way the questioning proceeds is that a membe r
from the majority staff wi l l as k questions first for up to an hour,
and then the minority will have an opportunity to ask questions for
an equal period of time if they so choose .
(U) And I note that we have been joined by Martha Roby.
(U) Questions may only be asked by a member of the committee or
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of your trip to Tripoli?
A

(U) Boy. That's not one I nailed down.

But it was

before - - it was soon after, I think, the transition had taken place.
And it was a stop that I wanted to make to be able to talk with them
and talk with the Defense officials, that they had to determine what
kind of assistance we could help provide them.
(U) And it was also -- I used that as an opportunity to visit a
graveyard in Tripoli that includes the remains of the Marines going
back to the Barbary Coast days when a Marine ship was taken down and
our Marines were buried in Tripoli.

And I wanted to make sure that

I paid my respects to them.

Q

(U) And, sir, as I recall, on this trip, you did not make

a specific visit to Benghazi?
A

(U) No.

Q

(U) Were you aware of a U.S. Government presence in Benghazi

even during your trip to Tripoli, that particular trip?
A

(U) I was aware that, you know, we had some segments of the

government located in Benghazi.

Q

(U) Were you aware of a single facility or more than one

facility in that timeframe?
A

(U) I was not aware of the number of facilities.

I knew

we had a presence there.

Q

(U) And were you aware of the agencies that may have

constituted that presence, whether State Department, CIA, or any other
U.S. Government agency?
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A

(U) Because of myoId jo b, I knew that t here wa s a CIA

pre se nce t here .
[Panetta exhibit No. 3
Was marked fo r identificat ion .]
[Panetta exhibit No. 4
Was marked for identi fication.]
Mr. Chipman.

(U) And if I could pass out exhibit 3.

(U) And, for the record , exhibit 3 is an unclassified DOD timeline
that i s also part of the same Senate rep ort which the committee has
used in a number of interviews before.
(U) And then if I could also pass out exhibit 4.
(U) And I would like the r ecor d to note we have been joined by
Congresswoman Susan Broo ks .
Mrs. Brooks.

(U) Hello, sir.

Mr. Panetta .

(U ) How are you?

Thank you.

BY MR. CHIPMAN:

Q

(U) So with respect to exhibit 4, fo r the record, what I

have done is to try to make it in a larger font because I had difficulty
reading the f ont that was on the original exhi bi t .

But I have also

added some events, and so I would li ke to ask a fe wquestions juxtaposed
with some additional events and decisions t hat we re made during that
relevant timeframe.
(U) And so, Mr. Secreta ry, what we have is -- and I wi l l use all
times -- Washi ngt on, D.C. ' s times , si nce that is the center of the
universe.

I will use all times in Wa shington and not Benghazi, Libya,
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nor Croatia, nor anywhe re else that might have been
involved -- Stuttgart, Germany.
(U) And so what we have is an attack that occurred or that started
at 3:42 on the 11th of September.
(U) Sir, where are you l ocat ed or what we re you doi ng, if you can
recall, when you first learned of the attack?
A

(U) My best recollection is that I was in the Secretary's

office at the Pentagon, probably preparing for the meeting that we have
with the President .

I had a regularly scheduled meeting with t he

President that General Dempsey and I usually attended to discuss
defense and national security issues.
Q

(U) So the unclassified timeline reflects that at 3:42 the

attack at the Benghazi Temporary Mi ssi on Facility begins and at 4 : 32
the National Military Command Cente r at the Pentagon notifies the
Office of the Secretary of Defense .
(???) Who wou ld the NMCC have notified both at OSD and at the Joint
Staff ? Woul d that be your military assistant?
A

Would that be --

(U) Well, yeah, I was going to say I don't specifically

r ecal l who actually mentioned the events that we re taking place in
Bengha zi, but chances are pretty good that General Kel l y, who was my
Marine milita ry aide, that he and probably Jeremy Ba sh both might have
mentioned it to me as I was leaving.

But I thin k the stronger

likelihood i s it woul d have been General Kelly.

But I can 't tell you

f or sure.
Q

(U ) Marine General Kelly, John Kelly, was a three-star.

He
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was your military aide .
A

(U) That's right.

Q

(U) And Mr. Jeremy Bash was your chief of staff --

A

(U) That's correct .

Q

(U) -- as the Secretary?

A

(U) That's correct .

Q

(???) I t appears t hat notice was given to you, or to the

Office of the Secretary of Defense more precisely, by 4:32 that
afternoon, but then, as you indicated, you were preparing or getting
ready to depart for a regularly scheduled meeting with the President
along wit h General Dempsey?
A

(U) That' s cor rect .

Q

(U) And so, at

5:ee p.m. -- is that your recollection of

the start of the meeting you had with President Obama?
A

(U) Approximately.

doing this by best recollection.

I think, at the time -- and, again, I'm
General Dempsey and I arrived at the

White House, and I think we both kind of pulled aside into the National
Security Council quarters there t o se e if there was any addi tional
information that we could get with regards to what we were picking up
about events in Benghazi .

And we did not have -- I don't think we

received any additional intelligence.

But I wanted to make sure that

we knew everything possible before meeting wit h the President.
then we proceeded upstairs to the Oval Office.

And

And so the meeting

approximately began about 5 o 'clock.

Q

(U) And prior to the begin ning of that meeting with the
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President, had you had an opportunity to spea k wi t h General Ham, the
combatant commander of Africa Command, or had you not heard anything
from him as of that point?
A

(U) I don't recall spea ki ng with General Ham before that,

going into that .
Q

(U) Did General Dempsey indicate whether- he had heard from

General Ham that he relayed to you prior to you both journeying over
to the White House?
A

(U ) I don't recall that .

Q

(U) And so , when you began that meeting with the President,

did you inform him of the incident in Benghazi that was ongoing?
A

(U) As soon as we went into the Oval Office, took our seat s

on the couches that are next to the President's chair .

And at the very

beginning of that meeting, I mentioned to the President that we were
picking up information about a potential attac k that was taking place
on our facilities in Benghazi and that we did not have information about
the state of the situation and also the situation regarding our
ambassador, that this was all very preliminary.

We had just gotten

these r epor t s , but they clearly raised a concern.

Q

(U) Was that news to the Pre sident?

Had he heard this

already before your arrival at the White House?
A

(U) I don't believe so, but, you know, the head of the

National Security Council, t he National Security Director , Tom
Donilo n, I believe, participated in that meeting .

He might have bee n

given a heads-up, but I don 't recall that.
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Q

(U) And during the course of that meeting with the

President , t he unclas sified timeline indicates that the leaders
discussed potential r es ponse s to t he emerging situation .

Can you

recall what you were directed as a result of that meeting to do when
you left that meet i ng and returned to the Pentagon?
A

(U) The President made clear -- you know, again, t hese were

all very preliminary reports about what was happening there.

But the

President made clear that we ought to use all of the resources at our
di sposal to try to make sure we did everything possible to t ry t o save
lives there.
Q

(U) And did you or Gene ral Dempsey discuss with the

President what r esour ces might be available during the cour se of that
meeting?
A

(U) We did not go into particulars about what resources

wo uld or woul d not be deployed because, fran kly, at that point, we had
to get back to the Pentagon in order to determine what steps ought to
be taken to t ry to respond to the situation.

Q

(U) Yes, s i r.

So, to the best of your recollection , the

specific direction that you took away from that meeting wi t h the
President was what?
A

(U) To do everything possible t o t ry to make sur e that we

tried to save the lives of those that wer e involved in the attack.

Q

(U) Can you recall roughly what time you may have returned

to the Pentagon after that meeting?
A

(U) The meeting itself with the President perhaps lasted
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about 15, 20 minutes , maybe a little longer, maybe a little less.

But

I remember immediately leaving the Oval Office, jumping into the
vehicle, and heading right back to the Pentagon.
(U) And at the time I arrived back at the Pentagon, probably
somewhere close to 6 o'clock, you know, if not before that, at that
point immediately calling a meeting with General Dempsey, who was with
me.

Called them in.

We added - - at that point realized General Ham,

the AFRICOM commander, was not in Africa or in Europe but was there
at the Pentagon, which was something I was not aware of, and asked
General

H~m

to come in, as well.

(U) General Kelly was there.

Admiral Winnefeld, who was the

deputy to the Cha irman, he also would come in and out as he was trying
to get additional information.

You know, I believe Jeremy Bash was

also there.
(U) But my general approach to these things is to immediately have
a meeting with the key principals that I could talk with to ask them,
you know, get the best information.
we respond?

What is the situation?

How do

What steps can we take to make sure we are doing everything

possible to respond to the situation?
(U) And, I mean, as a result of that meeting, you know, I ordered
that, based on their recommendations, that we have our FAST teams,
Marine FAST t eams, respond, be prepared to - - you know, not only prepare
to deploy but deploy into - - and be available to be able to go in.

These

are an elite force, as you probably know, of Marines who can quickly
respond to those situations.
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(U) So I directed that we get those FAST teams in place.

(U) We also had an in-extremis team.

This is a team whose

principal responsibility is to respond to crises.
in Europe.

_

And that team was

I think they wer e in exercises in the Balkans.

And we told

them to, again , move to an intermediate base -- and Sigonella would
have been the base that t hey woul d have gone to -- in order to deploy,
as well .
(U) And then the third team, because we wer e concerned about the
state of the Ambassador at that point - - I mean, initially, the concern
was that the Ambas sador might well have been taken hostage at that
point.

I can' t tell you we had information to that effect, but we just

didn't know what was happening wi t h the Ambassador.

And so, because

of that, we thought it might be very importa nt to have a hostage rescue

(U) So those we re the orders that I gave.
to give t hose orders.

Q

And I had the aut hor ity

And those orders we r e carried out.

(U) And, sir, you had mentioned with respect to the FAST

team and the In-ext remis Force, the elF, in the Bal kans that you had
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the national security -- usually, the Vice President would
participate, but I don't remember him participating in this meeting.
Q

(U) And do you recall if there were any other . principals

at that meeting, whether the Director of Central Intelligence, the
Director of National Intelligence, the Secretary of State?
No.

A

(U)

Q

(U) Okay.

(U) So a meeting that occurred back at the Pentagon that resulted
in a series of directives from you to prepare to deploy and deploy these
various forces, can you recall the timeframe that that meeting took,
that you met with Admiral Winnefeld, General Dempsey, General Kelly,
Jeremy Bash?
Mr. Shapiro.

(U) And General Ham.

Mr. Chipman.

(U) And General Ham.

Mr . Panetta .

(U) I mean, we were meeting kind of on an ongoing

basis, as you can imagine.

Thank you.

I mean, I issued the orders with regards

to those teams that ought to respond, but we continued to be there.
And I think, you know, it was probably at least a couple hours where
the principals were still kind of talking and continuing to talk to
make sure that the steps that I had ordered were taking place and also,
frankly, trying to get intelligence about what the hell was happening
in Benghazi.

I mean, it was very fragmented information about what

was taking place there.
BY MR. CHIPMAN:
Q

(U) And as best you can recall, in that timeframe between
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[Panet t a exhibit No. S
Was marked for identification.]
BY MR. CHIPMAN:

Q

(U) And if I could pass out exhibit S, please.

And I'd note for the record exhibit S is a document,
STATE -SCBee6e7eS, MOU.

It's an email from Jeremy Bash to Jake Sullivan

and ot hers dated Tuesday, December 11, at 7:19 p. m.
(U) Sir, during your time as Secretary of Defense, we re you a user
of email?
A

(U) No, and hell no.

(U) Actually, going back to when I was chief of staff to President
Clinton, I made the decision not to use ema il at that t i me .

I told

people, if they wanted to talk to me, they came to my office and talked
to me .

And so I began that kind of approach going back to the time

I was chief of staff, continued it when I was Director of the CIA and
also as Secretary of Defense .
Q

(U) $0 for purposes of

A

(U) So the answer is I did not use email .

Q

(U) So for purposes of anyone who would wish to engage in

email exchanges with the Secreta ry of Defense, would Jeremy Bash be
the condui t fo r such emails ?
A

(U) He was my chief of staff both at t he CIA and obviously

at the Defense Department.

And, you know, I always ass umed that he

was dealing with other staff using email.
Q

(U) So you've al ready testified, sir, that you had this
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SOF element that was in Croatia, whi ch could fly to Souda Bay, Crete;
and a Marine FAST team out of Rota, Spain.

A

(U) That's correct.

Q

(U) -- the U.S.?

A

(U) That's correct.

Q

(U) And then the email continues with the following

sentence :

"Assuming principals agree to deploy these elements" --

\~ h o

are the principals that woul d ' ve had t o agree to deploy the elements
that you had identified?
A

(U) No one.

I had the authority to deploy those forces.

And I ordered those forces to be deployed .

And I didn't have to ask

anybody 's permission to get those forces in place.

Q

(U ) Sir , that is my under standing, as well, that the

national command authority consists of two people, the President and
the Secretary of Defense.
A

(U) That's right.

Q

(U) And if you, as the Secretary of Defense, ordered the

deployment of military assets, that is all it takes.
A

(U) That's correct.

Q

(U) And so, when Mr. Bash asks of State Department

colleagues, "We will ask State to secure the approval from host nation,"
is that, again, f rom the nation to which we sought to deploy these
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forces, whether that be Crete or Greece or Sigonella , Italy?
this Libya?

Or is

Or do you have any recollection of what that might have

referred to?
A

(U) I don't know what he was referring to, but when you

deploy a Marine FAST team, particularly going into Tripoli or
elsewhere, you can't just drop these guys into a country without getting
the permission of that country.
Q

(U) And so it is consistent wi th your expectation that State

would have been asked to secure the approval from the host nation,
whatever that host nation would have been.
A

(U) I assume that would have been the case.

Q

(U) And then when Mr. Bash asked that an official from State

convey that approval back to Mr. Miller or Admiral
Winnefeld -- Mr. Miller was the Under Secretary for Policy -A

(U) That's correct.

Q

(U) -- under your tenure?

(U) Was that an action that was predicate to your decision to
deploy those forces, or were the forces ordered to be deployed
regardless of this action ongoing at State?
A

(U) My directions were very clear; those forces were to be

deployed, period.

And, you know, just because of the timeline

involved, you know, my whole approach was we need to move them and move
them as fast as we can in order to try to respond.

And as I am sure

you're all aware, we' re dealing with a lot of time and distance in order
to make it happen.

So I wanted no interference with those orders to
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sense that you want to alert all of the commands to what was taking
place and to make sure that all of the commands were prepared to take
action if we should run into any other incident that could take place.
Q

(U) And then there were orders issued, the formal orders,

issued by the National Military Command Center at 8:39 p.m. and 8:53
p.m., respectively, reflected in the DOD unclassified official -A

(U) As you know, those are the -- somebody then types those

orders out, in terms of a formal authorization.

But, as

I

said, it

was the oral directions that commenced the action for the task forces
and the other units to move.

Q

(U) And, sir, as I look back at the time sequence that

occurred, so if I go back to page 1 of exhibit 4 or the unclassified
timeline -- for me, it is easier for me to read exhibit 4 -- I look
at an event that was known at least as of roughly 4:30 p.m., 4:32 p.m.
to be precise.

And your recollection is that somewhere between 6

o'clock that evening and 8 p.m. that evening you had already given the
order to get these forces moving.
A

(U_ That's correct.

Q

(U) And as part of the sequence to get those forces moving,

are you familiar with the use of the term "N-hour" or "notification
hour"?

know

A

(U) Yes.

Q

(U) Who sets that notification hour, if you know?

A

(U) I assume it's set through the military chain, but, you
I obviously knew there was a notice-plus time to prepare these
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units, but, as to t he specifics as t o what that timeframe was , you know,
it was not something, at least at that poi nt , you know, that I was aware
of.
(U) My point was these are elite units, and the purpose of those

units is to move when I give the order to move.

And that's what I

expected.

Q

(U) And, sir, as I look through this time sequence again,

I look at roughly 4:3e, the National Mi l i t ar y Command Center is aware
of the attack; at roughly 5 p.m. or shortly the reafter, the President
is aware of the attac k; roughly 6 p.m., somewhere between 6 and 7p.m.
or 6 to 8 p.m., as the timeline reflects, you have already given the
order to prep , deploy, and to move.

And so it' s stil l roughly 3 1/2

hours from notice of the attack to your deci sion to get them moving.
A

(U) Right .

Q

(U)

And, in your experience and judgment, was that a

reasonable timeframe to get these forces moving?
Mr. Shapiro.

(U) I'm sorry.

The 3 1/2 hours is to the outer end

of that, to 8 o'clock, right?
Mr . Chipman.

(U) The outer end .

BY MR. CHIPMAN:

Q

(U) So, for purposes of the question, if it too k all the

way till 80' clock to get them moving - - altho ugh we know from the Jeremy
Bash email t hat, as of 7:19 -- so somewhere shor t of 3 hours.

Is that

a re asonable timef rame to understand and wor k through the options?
A

(U) Yeah, look, I believe it is.

I mean, you know, it's
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a -- I think it 's important to understand that when you face a crisis
like this, fi r st of all, you' re operating wit h preliminary i nfo rmation.
You don't know all the facts of what' s ta kin g place.

We didn't have

a great deal of intelligence about just specifically, you know, what
was happening at Benghazi.

So you have to t ake that into

consideration .
(U) You've got to take into consideration the units that can
quic kly deploy , wher e they 're located and where they go.

And you've

got to t ake in to consideration that these are the right units to try
to deal with the contingencies that they may have to confront once
they're put on the ground.
(U) I thin k all of those factors need to be considered.

But I

have to tell you that, in this instance, we moved pretty quickly to
try to get the units that we want ed depl oyed to move .

And I woul d have

to tell you that , in dealing wi t h other crises similar to what we wer e
dealing with, this is roughly the same ki nd of timeframe.

A

(U) That makes sense.

Q

(U) And my understanding, as wel l , from the same governing

pla n is that fo r that Commander's In-extremi s Force, the one that was
training in Croat ia,
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you've talked about this morning .
(U) And so, if I go to page 44, in the middle of the page, page
44, there's a question from Senator Graham.

"My question is, did

anybody leave any base anywhere to go to the aid of the peopl e under
attack i n Benghazi , Libya, before the attac k ended?"

And Secretary

Panetta responded , "No , because the attack ended before they could get
off the ground."
A

(U) Just to cla rify the record, I was speaking specifically

about the task forces that I had ordered to deploy.

As you're aware,

there was a security team that moved out of Tripoli on their own to
be able to respond to what took place .
taking place.

I was not aware that that was

But, clearly, there were some DOD personnel that were

part of that team.

Q

(U) Yes, sir.

So the security personnel you were talking

about wer e the people that were in Tripoli -A

(U) That's right.

Q

(U) - - at the Embassy in Tripoli, two special operators that

got on that flight -A

(u) That's right.

Q

(U) - - from Tripoli down to Bengha zi and performed to assist

the mission.
A

(U) Right .

Q

(U) And, as wel l , just so the record's clear, DOD also

directed a Predator, an armed drone, that was orbiting over Derna,
Libya, to be transmitted to cover Benghazi.

And do you recall that
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direction, as well?
A

(U) Yeah, we had - - as you know, during the Libyan war , one

of the things that we had deployed we r e UAVs to t ry to focus on targets
for the NATO forces that we re engaged in that operation.

So we had

some of those resources the re , and I'm assumi ng that General Ham made
use of those UAVs in order to get at least one of them over the target .

Q

(U) And, Mr. Secretary, I'd like to take this opportunity

to determine - - I know the members have a vote series that wi l l be
occurring shortly.
(U) And if you would li ke to ask questions during the remainder
of this hour or if you woul d prefer to wai t until the second hour.
Mr. Jordan .
Mr. Chipman.

(U) How much time have we got?
(U) We've got

le minutes, sir, in this particular

hour.
Chairman Gowdy.
Mr. Jordan.

(U) I've got a couple rounds.

Chai rman Gowdy .
Mr . Jordan.

(U) I 'll wait .

(U) Go for it .

(U) Okay .

(U) Thank you, Mr. Secretary, for being with us.
(U) Let' s go back to the email from Mr . Bash.

The email says,

"We have identified the fo rc es that could move to Benghazi.
include"

and he mentions two.

They

What other forces, again, we re

available ?
Mr . Panetta .

(U ) Wel l , there wer e three that -- actually, four

units that I had ordered.

There were two FAST teams, Marine teams,
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to get them to deploy, one to Tripoli and one to Benghazi.

The other

was t he In-extremis Force that was located in Europe, get them to go,
as wel L

Mr. Jordan.

(U) But when he says "they include " and what you just

desc ribed, was there other t hings that could have been used but weren' t,
that you decided not to deploy?
Mr. Panetta.

Fixed- wing, armed drone, other assets?

(U) The ones I ordered we re based on the

recommendations of General Dempsey and the team I had in the office .
And this is what they recommended, and that' s what I ordered.

We did

not discuss other area s that we -Mr . Jordan .
Mr . Panetta .
Mr. Jordan.

(U ) So FAST team, the Special Ops, and the elF team.
(U) That's correct.
(U) And when did the fir st DOD as set - - or those three

groups that you deployed, when di d they fi rst arrive i n Libya?

When

did t hey f i r st get there?
Mr. Panetta.
de pl oy .

(U) Well, we obviously, you know, ordered them to

The FAST team was - - one was ordered, obviously, t o res pond

to Benghazi, the other to go to Tripoli.

Because the attac k moved so

fast and was concluded, we did get the FAST team into Tripoli, and that
was the one uni t that did hit the grou nd.
Mr . Jor dan.

(U) My question is , when you deployed - - you sai d

three elements were deployed.

I want to knowwhen the first one - - when
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of made it lowercase doesn't fix it.
there was nothing to assume.
Mr . Panetta.

And the fact that he assumed it,

You had already told him to do it.

(U) I had told our military people to do it.

That' s

what counts.
Mr . Jordan .
Mr . Panetta.
Mr. Jordan.
Mr . Panetta.

(U) Do you know what time that was then ?
(U) It woul d have been, you know --

(U) 7:19?
(U) It woul d have been, you know, soon after we got

bac k to the Pentagon, becaus e I knew we wer e dealing with something
that was urgent and I wanted to get our forces in place as soon as we
could.
Mr . Jordan.
Mr. Panetta.

(U) Did you communicate -(U) So I'd say certainly within the hour I gave the

orders.
Mr . Jordan.

(U) Did you communicate with the Pre sident any

further that evening?
Mr. Panetta.
Mr . Jordan.

(U) I did not .
(U ) Okay.

(U) I've got some stuff that will take longer, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. West mor el and.
Mr. Chipman .

(U) I've just got one quic k follo wup to what --

(U) Yes, s i r .

Mr. Westmoreland .

(U) Mr. Secreta ry, when Mr. Bash sent this,

as Mr . Gowdy poi nt ed out, you had already given him this order.

Had

you already tal ked to the State Department about getting permission
from some of these host countries about getting these assets rolling
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the - - and now we ' r e at 11 o'clock and so fo r th.

Afte r you gave the

order to deploy, why did you not check to see what was happening and
what was moving?
Mr. Panetta.

(U) I did.

And , I mean, I continued to talk wi t h

General Dempsey and wi t h Ad miral Winnefeld and, obviously, Genera l
Kelly, my mili t ar y aide, and continued to ask, ' "Give me update s, " to
make sure these people are on the move and ready to deploy.

And, you

know, they indicated things were movi ng.
Mrs. Brooks.

(U) And so is that as specific as they were?

"Things are moving"?
Mr. Panetta.

(U) Yeah, I mean , my whole point as Secretary was

to ma ke sure t hat the units t hat I had ordered wer e movi ng .

And I didn't

go .into, you know, particulars about the number of people , you know,
et cetera.

But I said, I want to make sure that they are moving and

that we are getting them deployed as soon as possible.
Mr s . Broo ks .

(U) Did they raise any obstacles with you as to any

challenges they wer e having
Mr. Panetta.

(U) No.

Mr s. Brooks.

(U)

Mr. Panetta .

(U) No.

in moving?
No.

You know, the problem is, as always,

is that, you know, you've got the se elite units ; obviously, they're
located in places -- I'm aware of the fact, having been both in the
mil itary and as Secreta ry, that, you know, i t' s not like they 're wearing
their backpac k and ready to jump on a plane .

They've got to prepare,

they 've got to get their backpacks ready, they've got to get all of
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(U) But when you' re deali ng wi t h the ki nd of elite units we ' re
talking about here, my expectation is that they move as fast as they
can.
Mr . Jordan.

(U) So you knew it took time .

it was going to be 23 hours.

You didn 't r eal i ze

Did you convey that to anyone else in

our government -- White House, Department of State -- that it's going
to take a while to get people there and we may never get them actually
to Benghazi?

Because the facts are we never did get people to Benghazi;

we only got them to Tripoli .

Did you convey that to anyone else in

our government?
Mr. Panetta.

(U) I assumed that , you know, obviously, there were

continuing contacts between the staffs as to what was taking place ,
and I think everybody understood that there's a timeframe involved here
in orde r to get these units in place.

But the bottom line was that,

you know, this attack moved pretty fast, and it was -Mr . Jordan.
Mr. Panetta.

(U) Let me ask one -(U) -- going to be tough to get them there under

any circumstance.
Mr. Jordan.

(U ) Did you specifically talk with Secretary Clinton

and say -- well , fir st of all, did you talk with Secretary Clinton that
night?
Mr. Panetta.
Mr. Jordan.

(U) I did not.
(U) Did you tal k with anyone at the State Department

and say, it's going to take some time to get folks there?
Mr . Panetta .

(U) I did not .
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Chairman Gowdy.

(U) We're out of time.

I just want to make sure

this portion of the r ecor d is fair to you and that your t esti mony has
the clarity that I think it has , but I'm going to give you an opportunity·
i f I'm wrong.

(U) You did not is sue an order to prepa re to deploy.

You issued

an order to deploy.
Mr. Panetta.
Mr . Jordan.

(U) That's correct.
(U) So no one woul d have been wait in g on you t o issue

a subsequent order .
Mr. Panetta.
Mr. Jordan.
Mr . Panetta .

(U) That's correct.
(U) You were clear t he fi rst t ime.
(U) Absolutely .

Chairman Gowdy .
Mr. Chipman.

(U) All right.

(U) Off the record .

[Recess.]
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Mr. Panetta.

(U) Not at all.

have allowed that to happen.

I was -- first of all, I woul d never

But secondly, I was not aware of anyone

contradicting the orders to get these units deployed as quickly as
possible.
Mr. Schiff.

(U) So when my colleagues were asking you about the

Jeremy Bash email, I think the implication is that some other principal
ordered a standdown, notwithstanding your order to deploy.

Are you

aware of anyone doing that?
Mr. Panetta.
Mr. Schiff.

(U) I am not.
(U) Did anyone in the Defense Department, Mr. Bash,

or anyone else, ever come to you and say, Mr. Secretary, they are
ignoring your order to deploy?
Mr. Panetta.

(U) No.

Not at all.

On the contrary.

They were

assuring me that the forces were moving into place.
Mr. Schiff.

(U) There has been a similar urban myth surrounding

the efforts by those at the Annex to rescue those at the diplomatic
facili ty.

That is, that the people at the Annex were ordered to stand

down and not come to the assistance of those at the diplomatic facility.
The Republican lead and bipartisan House Intelligence Committee
debunked that myth, General Petraeus came in again yesterday and
debunked that myth.
(U) Are you aware of any evidence from your involvement in this
that there was any standdown order of those at the temporary -- at the
Annex CIA f acility to come to the rescue of those at the diplomatic
facility?
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Mr . Panetta.
Mr. Schiff.
my questions.

(U) No , not at all .
(U) Mr. Secretary, I apologize I have to break up

I have got t o go.

Mr. Panetta.
Mr. Schiff .

(U ) I understand havi ng been there.
(U) We got a speech from the Speaker yesterday saying

that he i ntends to enforce the time limits.
Mr. Panetta.
Mr . Schiff.

(U) Oh, no kidding.
(U) He will not be the fi rst Speaker to try.

He wi ll

be the first to succeed if he does.
Mr . Panetta .

(U) Yeah, but I'm sure he wi l l loo k at the bottom

line before he makes that decision.
Mr . Schiff.

(U) I will see you later.

Thank you.

EXAMINATION
BY MS. SACHSMAN GROOMS:

Q

(U) I want to talk a little bit about the diffe rent forces

that we were talking about in the last round.

You sai d you we ren't

aware that the team from Tripoli, which was a DOD-led team} had moved
to Benghazi in order to provide support and help save lives until the
day after, and that they had left on their own.

A

(U) I don't know the particulars in the chain of command,

you know} how it works there.

But that team was not under my direction,

or my authority at that point.
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or maybe we shouldn't do this, I think shows a lack of understanding
of the f undamental principles that these people operate by.

They

operate by the principle that you do your job, and you do it as quic kly
as you can in order to do what's necessa ry to protect this country and
protect American lives .

And I don't t hi nk - - I don't thin k it' s a good

thing to send a message to the world that we are any different in t erms
of our approach.

Q

(U) And is it your under standing that your staff and the

National Military Command Center was in continual communications with
the national security staff and the White House on the night of the
attack ?
A

(U) I'm sorry, say that again.

Q

(U) I 'm sorry.

Is it your understanding that your staff

at DOD, the National Mi l i t ary Command Cente r, that t hey were all i n
continual communications with the staff at the Whi t e House, the
national security staff , and others?
A

(U ) That was my understanding.

I mean, I knew that the

Whi t e House wa s being kept informed of what steps we wer e taking.
Q

(U) And was it your sense that your staff and your military

generals wer e doing everything in their power to r espond to the
situation in Libya?
A

(U) Absolutely, absolu t el y .

Q

(U) Wa s it also your sense that the personnel from across

the interagency wer e doing everything they could to assist i n the
crisis?
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Mr. Jordan.
your

(U) So let me first start with, Secretary,

when did you first talk with General Ham on the night of the

attack?
Mr. Panetta.
Mr. Jordan.
Mr. Panetta.

(U) He was at the Pentagon.
(U) Right.
(U) And General Dempsey made me aware that he was

present there, and that's -- I asked him to come up to my office as
soon as I got back from the White House.
Mr. Jordan.
Mr . Panetta.
Mr . Jordan.

(U) So around, I think the time -(U) Sometimes around 6.
(U) Sometime around 6 o'clock.

General Ham around 6 o'clock .

So you met wi t h

And did you talk with him several times

during the evening, or you sort of -Mr. Panetta.
Mr. Jordan.

(U) Yeah.
(U) And General Ham, just to be clear, he did not

go with you to meet with the President
Mr. Panetta.
Mr. Jordan.

(U) No.
(U) -- even though he was in Washington?

And you

had not talk to him prior to your meeting with the President?
Mr. Panetta.
Mr. Jordan.

(U) That 's correct.
(U) When you got information of the attack, just so

I'm clear , did that come from up through the chain of command to you
at the Pentagon?

How did you, at the Pentagon, get that information?

Did it come through General Ham, and then someone at the Pentagon,
General Kel l y or Mr . Bash tell you, or how did that work?
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Dempsey had i nformed you of all of the assets t hat were the re, but yet
you did not know that you had two DOD people in Tripoli.

Is that

correct ?
Mr . Panetta.

(U) We have DOD people assigned to embassies around

the world, and so I mean , obviously, I think I could have assumed that
there were DOD personnel there.

But as to what they did and how they

responded, they were obviously, at that point, under the chain of
command of the Embassy.
Mrs. Brooks.

(U) Were you told how many people, how many DOD

people wer e there ?
Mr . Panetta .

(U) No.

Mrs. Brooks.

(U) Is there a standard number that would be in a

place like Tripoli?
Mr. Panetta.

(U) Normally one or two, but it just depends on the

embassy.
Mrs. Brooks.

(U) Thank you.

Mr. Chipman.

(U) Mr. Westmoreland.

Mr. We st mor el and.

I have nothing further .

(U) Secretary, this video that you saw, was

this from the Predator feed ?
Mr . Panetta.

(U) You know, I know I saw it, and I think it was

presented to the intelligence committees, and I knowothers have looked
at it.

I'll ask you guys .

Mr . Shapiro.

(U) Your question was what he sa w that ni ght ?

Mr . Panetta.

(U) No, no.

It's not from that night.

This was

several weeks afterwards.
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Mr. Panetta.

(U) No.

At the time in talking with General

Dempsey, my question was what resources can we deploy as quickly as
possible in order to save lives.

In 'that discussion, they talked

about, obviously, our fast units.

They talked about our in extremis

units,

and those

were the primary things that were discussed .
Mr. Westmoreland.

(U) Let's just play what-if.

Would we have

had to get permission to be able to arm those aircrafts there?
Mr. Panetta.

(U) I think the problem is that although we used

UAVs in the area, that you have to get permission from t hose countries
to be able to arm.
Mr. Westmoreland.

(U) You said, in your previous testimony, that

if there was American lives in danger, you would getting permission.
Mr. Panetta.

(U) Yeah , I know.

Mr. Westmoreland.
Mr. Panetta .

(U) Would we have used them or not?

(U) I guess we're all speculating here, my sense,

it was never brought to my attention; and I assume the r eason it wasn't
is because General Ham didn't think it was a practical way.
Mr . Westmoreland .

(U) Thank you.
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Mr . Chi pman.
Mr. Pompeo .

(U) Mr . Pompeo .
(U) Secretary Panetta , you said lessons learned,

that we wanted to have good i nt elligence going on.

That does n't see m

like a new lesson to me.
Mr . Panetta .
Mr . Pompeo.

(U) It 's a lesson we keep r epeat i ng .
(U) I don't think that was a lesson learned.

Was

there an intel l igence f ai l ure here ? That ' s what you descr i bed .
Mr . Panetta .
Mr . Pompeo.

(U) Yes.
(U) You sai d we didn't have inte lligence adeq uate

intelligence?
Mr. Panetta.
Mr. Pompeo.

(U) Yeah, sure.
(U) Your judgment wa s there was an intelligence

failu re?
Mr . Panetta.
Mr. Pompeo.

(U) That ' s r ight .
(U) You talked about the video you saw afterwa rds.

Did you have r eal - t i me video that evening that you were seeing?
Mr. Panetta.

(U ) No, no.

Right?
Mr. Panetta.

(U) I di dn't see it , no.
i

..

-

Mr . Panetta .
Mr . Pompeo .

.... •.

-••

(U) That's interesting.
(U) Okay. You sa id you didn't talk to the President
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that night.

When did you next talk to the President after the meeting

that you had in the White House?
Mr. Panetta.
Mr. Pompeo.

Do you recall?

(U) I don't recall.
(U) You said shortly after the attack, you said

quote -- these are your words, and we can go find them:

"You don't

deploy forces into harm's way without knowledge of

going on, "

end of quote.

\~hat' s

And because we didn't have real-time information, quote,

"we couldn't put forces at risk."
Mr . Panetta.
Mr. Pompeo.

Do you stand by that statement?

(U) Yes.
(U) But that's not true.

We put folks in harm's way

all the time without perfect real-time information.
fact, as the Secretary of Defense multiple times.
Mr. Panetta.

You did it, in
So help me --

(U) We had pretty good information.

You don't drop

people into a situation unless you have some idea what you're getting
into.
Mr. Pompeo.

(U) When there's a life at risk, sir, I just

fundamentally disagree with you about that.

I think we do it all the

time to rescue folks, and we would and we should, in fact, do that.
That night, you said you were there at the Pentagon.

Did you stay there

the whole evening?
Mr. Panetta.

(U) Again, I can't recall specifically, but

normally, I didn't get out of the Pentagon until 11 or 12 o'clock at
night.
Mr. Pompeo.

(U) Were you there until such time as all the

personnel were removed from Benghazi to Tripoli, or did you depart the
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there are patrols that go out and people die.
Mr . Pompeo.

(U ) Yes, sir.

Mr . Panetta.

(U) That's a t ragedy .

But in Afghanistan, fo r all

the equipment, for all the planes, for all the F-16s, for all the stuff
we had in Afghanistan , people st i l l died because we wer en' t able to
get there in time .
Mr. Pompeo.

(U) All right.

I don't disagree.

But I still can't

figu re out why the decisionmake rs that ni ght chose not t o co-locate
to make real good real-time deci sions to try and save Ambassador
Stevens.

There's your explanation, I guess, so if you'd like to add

anything else, that's great.
Mr . Panetta .

But I still am - -

(U) When American lives are lost, it is tragic, and

this was a tragedy.
Mr. Pompeo .
Mr. Panetta.

(U) Yes, sir , i t was .
(U) And I guess my hope i s that we learn from that

tragedy and try to ma ke sure that it never happens again.
Mr . Pompeo.

Mr . Panetta .

(U) My understa nding, and, agai n, almost every wee k

I used to sit down with a whole set of deployment orders on all ki nds
of units , and I'd go through and sign orde rs on all kin ds of deployments.
In this i nsta nce, it was based on the State Department r eques t , if
the re's a State Department request to basically r educe the size of that
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would you find to be tolerable as the answer to what Xis -- reasonable,
excuse me, not tolerable, reasonable?
Mr. Panetta.

(U) Let me tell you, it would be nice to do it in

36 minutes, but that's not practical.
Mr. Pompeo.

(U) No, sir, I am deeply sympathetic to resource

constraints and decisions in r i s k analysis.

In that risk analysis,

you have to eventually apply hard math to reach a decision.
Mr. Panetta.
Mr. Pompeo.

(U) Sure .
(U) Tell me what would be reasonable.

I want to look

at this going forward, because we have got to protect these State
Department workers.
Mr. Panetta.

(U) I understand what you're saying, but assuming

that you're operating from the bases where we can operate from, which
is either Rota in Spain, or Sigonella in Italy, which are the main bases
we have because we don't have that capability in Africa to be able to
deploy, you're still talking about 9 to 12 hours in transit time.

You

can, in the very least, ought to be able to cut that down to at least
an hour or two preparation and then get on the plain and move.
Mr . Pompeo.

(U) That's just an important question for we, the

resource granters, to thin k about what's feasible, what's reasonable,
what we ought to shoot for, and you've had a lot of experience in this,
so thank you.
Mr. Chipman.

(U) We're 5 minutes over our t ime.

Mr. Jordan

has
Mr, Jordan.

(U) Just a few quick ones if I could, with the
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Benghazi talking points?
A

(U) No.

And he's not the kind of person that would do that.

Q

(U) Do you have any evidence that the CIA Deputy Director,

Mike Morell, altered the talking points provided to Congress for
political reasons?
A

(U) No.

Q

(U) It has been alleged that Ambassador Susan Rice made a,

quote, "intentional misrepresentation," end quote, when she spoke on
the Sunday talk shows about the Benghazi attacks.
(U) Do you have any evidence that Ambassador Rice intentionally
misrepresented facts about the Benghazi attacks on the Sunday talk
shows?
A

(u) No .

Q

It has been alleged that the President of the United States

was, quote, "virtually AWOL as Commander in Chief," end quote, on the
night of the attacks and that he was missing in action.
(U) Do you have any evidence to support the allegation that the
President was virtually AWOL as Commander in Chief or missing in action
on the night of the attacks?
A

(U) No, I do not.

Q

(U) It has been alleged that a team of four military

personnel of Embassy Tripoli on the night of the attacks who were
considering flying on a plane to Benghazi were ordered by their
superiors to stand down, meaning to cease all operations.

Military

officials have stated that those four individuals were instead ordered
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to remain in place in Tripoli to provide security and medical assistance
in their current location.
(U) A Republican staff report issued by the House Armed Services
Committee found that, quote, "there was no stand-down order issued to
U.S. military personnel in Tripoli who sought to join the fight in
Benghazi," end quote.
(U) Do you have any evidence to contradict the conclusion of the
House Armed Services Committee that there was no stand-down order
issued to U.S. military personnel in Tripoli who sought to join the
fight in Benghazi?
A

(U) No, I do not.

Q

(U) It has been alleged that the military failed to deploy

assets on the night of the attack that would have saved lives .
(U) However, former Republican Congressman Howard "Buck" McKeon,
the former chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, conducted
a review of the attacks, after which he stated, quote, "Given where
the troops were, how quickly the thing all happened, and how quickly
it dissipated, we probably couldn't have done more than we did," end
quote.
(U) Do you have any evidence to contradict Congressman McKeon's
conclusion?
·A
Q

(U) No, I don't.
(U) Do you have any evidence that the Pentagon had military

assets available to them on the night of the attacks that could have
saved lives but that the Pentagon leadership intentionally decided not
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to deploy those assets?
A

(U) Absolutely not.

Ms. Sachsman Grooms.

(U) That's what I have fo r now.

Let's go

off the record.
[Recess.]
Mr . Chipman.

(U) Okay.

Back on the record.

BY MR. DAVIS:
Q

(U) Sir, just one quick question.

During the last hour and

earlier in the day, you had talked about a meeting with all the national
security principals where you questioried Director Petraeus' analysts.
That occurred the day after the attac k.

Is that right?

A

(U) Yes.

Q

(U) And when you say "the day after the attack," was that

Wednesday, September 12, or was it Thursday, September 13?
A

(U) You know, I'm working by my recollection, but I thin k

it -- at least my memory is that it was soon after -- it could've gone
into the next day, but I -- you know, whenever it was, it was the first
meeti ng at the National Security Council to discuss what had happened
there.

Q

(U) And you're not sure whether that was the 12th or the

A

(U) I'm not, no.

13th?

Mr. Davis.
Mr. Chipman.

(U) Okay.

That's it.

(U) And no exhibit used?

BY MR. CHIPMAN :
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A

(U) That is correct.

Q

(U) -- 225,888 civilians and 2.5 million servicemembers.

A

(U) You got it.

Q

(U) Yes, sir.

Q

(U) So, when that occurred, then we have the sequence

directed.

And so, in response to an earlier question, it was exhibit

7, and it said -- this is a question on page 59 that I believe the
minority posed, and it is General Dempsey.

"Once we started moving

forces, nothing stopped us, nothing slowed us."

And if you could refer

back to that.
A

(U) Right.

Q

(U) And I think that, from my perspective, Mr. Secretary,

I would agree with you that that is an accurate assessment.

But it's

that idea of "started moving forces" that I think is worthy of some
discussion.
(U) And so, i f you don't start moving forces until the 11
order is issued, then you're going to build in some more time.
is time from the incident to notification to liftoff.
from liftoff to arrival.

0'

clock

So there

There is time

And what I think I would take issue with,

at least in part, from this particular statement, is that we seem to
have a significant time from the incident to notification to deploy.
(U) And so, if I go back to exhibit 3, again, knowing that -Mr. Shapiro.

(U) Timeline?

Mr. Chipman.

(U) The timeline.
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BY MR. CHIPMAN:
Q

(U) -- knowing that the incident was notified to the Office

of SecDef at 4: 313, it's that time, between 4 : 313 and 11, that woul d cause
me to wonder, were we moving out as smartly as you, Mr . Secretary,
directed personally .
(U) Is that a fai r question?
A

Is that a fair observation?

(U) You know, I think it's a

-~

obviously, it's a fair

question, but it's not one that I can answer, because, frankly, my view
was, "Go, " and I assumed that they wer e moving as expeditiously as they
could.
Q

(U) Yes, sir.

And so one of the things that we as a Nation

do is we resource these capabilities you've talked about, these elite
forces, these elite units, and we expect a certain level of readiness
A

(U) Right .

Q

(U) -- and ability to deploy on the timeline directed.

And so, from the perspective of thos e who have stopped me to ask
about Benghazi , the fol ks with whom I served in these commands, they
say, "Look, we know t he timeline.

The timeli ne was not met.

Why is

that? "
(U) Would you understand that to be a fair question?
A

(U) Yeah, I think that's a fair question, you know, as to

how these units move and get in place and move out.

And, you know,

again, from my perspective as Secretary of Defense, I had every
confidence that they were moving out as quickly as they could .
Q

(U) Yes, s ir .

And you made it clea r that you direct ed that
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in your meetings with Gene ral Dempsey and with General Ham.

A

Right.

Q

(U) - - and it would also include the CINCs or the Commander' s

In-extremis Force, the folks that were then training in Croatia.

Does

that comport with your recollection?
A

(U) That's correct.

A

(U) It makes sense to me.

But, you know, again, as to the

specific timeline, I was not -- you know, the Secretary is not really
aware of the specific timeline.

My view was:

Get them going as

quickly as you can.
Q

(U) Sir, and, you know, the forces that maintain that alert

posture, they do have a required alert capability.

Does that seem

reasonable?
A

(U) Right.
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A

(U) That's correct,

A

(U) You know, the specifics of what they do or do not have,

you know, it's not something I'm that familiar with.
my viewpoint was:

These are elite forces,

But, clearly,

When you order them to go,

they go.

A

(U) Correct.

Q

(U) Exhibit 4 is, in essence, a series of times and dates

and activities, added to by majority counsel, in trying to get a
compilation of what appears to be supported by other evidence and by
other witnesses we have talked to and by message traffic.

So there

are no citations on this document, and we can certainly supplement the
record, should we need to, with what we are basing these times on.
(U) But it appears that General Ham's guidance was issued
certainly by 8: 02 p, m.

and the EUCOM SOF in Croatia learned then that

they might have the potential to deploy into Benghazi.
(U) Sir, we have interviewed that CIF commander, and that is where
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Q

(U) And so you knew of there -- you'd already identified

the risks in Sana' a and Yemen and Khar t oumand Tripoli and Cairo.

And

so I think the concern that I have had in reviewing these documents
is, why wouldn't we go ahead and move those forces as quickly as we
can to get them postured?

Would you agree with that?

A

(U) That's correct.

A

(U) That 's correct.

Q

(???(U»

And so we interviewed that young CIF commander,

who said, at about 02, I was notified to get ready for a deployment.
By 5 o'clock that morning, my team and I were assembled and ready to
roll, 3 hours later.
(U) Does that seem like a reasonable timeframe to get ready for
a deployment?
A

(U) Yes, it does.

Q

Well, that same unit then had to wait for aircraft till

about, if you look at the timeline here, 10:21 a.m.
(U) So that N-hour that was set at 11 o'clock east coast time on
the night of the 11th, it was not until 11 hours later that EUCOM CIF
was actually transported down to Sigonella from Croatia.
(U) Does that timeframe seem reasonable to you, given what you
thought might be occurring in the region?
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veillance of the Mission.50 The Diplomatic Security Agent in charge
reported the incident to the head security officer in country at the
Embassy in Tripoli and to staff at both the Benghazi Mission compound and the Annex, including Stevens.51 The Diplomatic Security Agent described the incident:
We received word from our local guards that this morning
they observed a member of the police force assigned to the
Mission at a construction site across the street from our
main gate taking pictures of our compound. I briefed the
Ambo and provided him drafts of letters notifying the [Libyan Ministry of Foreign Affairs] and police. Will let you
know any further details.52
In Benghazi, the Supreme Security Council was the ‘‘most prominent’’ official police force, ‘‘assembled from former members of the
various militias as an interim security measure.’’ 53 It was ‘‘designed to be an interim security measure’’ following the revolution
but had not coalesced into an established force and had little impact on the security incidents in Benghazi.54
Stevens’ last meeting of the day was with the Turkish Consul
General. He escorted the Turkish diplomat to the front gate of the
compound that evening at 7:39 p.m. [1:39 p.m. in Washington
D.C.].55
Stevens’ last entry in his personal journal, dated September 11,
2012, read: ‘‘Never ending security threats . . . ’’ 56
A Protest Begins at the U.S. Embassy in
Cairo, Egypt on September 11

lotter on DSK5VPTVN1PROD with HEARING

In the hours preceding the attacks in Benghazi, a protest of approximately 2,000 demonstrators assembled outside the U.S. Embassy in Cairo, Egypt.57 Cairo is some 600 miles east of Benghazi.
Plans for a demonstration in Cairo first began to coalesce in late
August 2012 with the designated terrorist organization, Jamaa
Islamiya, calling upon its supporters to protest the continued incarceration of its leader, Sheikh Omaar abdel Rahman, also known as
the ‘‘Blind Sheik.’’ 58 Rahman is serving a life prison sentence for
his role in the 1993 World Trade Center bombing.59 Additionally,
in the days preceding the September 11 demonstration in Cairo, an
50 Email from Diplomatic Sec. Agent 2 (Sept. 11, 2012, 5:00 PM) (on file with the Committee,
C05271656).
51 Id.; see also Diplomatic Sec. Agent 5 Testimony at 104–105; Diplomatic Sec. Agent 2 Testimony at 80.
52 Email from a Diplomatic Sec. Agent (Sept. 11, 2012, 5:00 PM) (on file with the Committee,
C05271656).
53 U.S. Dep’t of State, Cable, The Guns of August: security in eastern Libya (Aug. 8, 2012)
(on file with the Committee, C055782149).
54 Id.
55 Comprehensive Timeline of Events—Benghazi (on file with the Committee, SCB0047843).
56 J. Christopher Stevens, U.S. Ambassador to Libya, Personal Diary, Unofficial Transcript
prepared by Patrick F. Kennedy, et al. (Sept. 10, 2012) (on file with the Committee,
SCB0048881).
57 Email to Susan E. Rice, U.S. Permanent Representative to the U.N. (Sept. 11, 2012, 7:55
PM) (on file with the Committee, C05390691) (re: FOR SER INFO: More on Cairo Embassy Attack).
58 See Larry Bell, Muslim Brotherhood Fox Was Hired To Protect Our Benghazi Consulate
Henhouse, FORBES (Dec. 2, 2012), http://www.forbes.com/sites/larrybell/2012/12/02/muslimbrotherhood-fox-was-hired-to-protect-our-benghazi-consulate-henhouse-interview.
59 Id.
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via radio with the other Americans at the second compound. And I keep Tripoli on speakerphone almost the
whole time as we are working through and relaying what
is going on.126
Meanwhile, Stevens, Smith, and one Diplomatic Security Agent
retreated to the safe haven of Villa C, a dedicated area within the
Villa that was reinforced with a metal barred-door.127 The Diplomatic Security Agent who was with Stevens and Smith described
what happened:
I remember hearing the chants. I mean, they were fairly
close already. I mean, yelling distance, which is pretty
close especially in a city setting. So my impression is that
I don’t have much time. So I ran right to my room, you
know, put my helmet on, put my vest on, grabbed my
weapons, my additional weapons, and I turned to lock the
gate, and basically, it was a jail cell door with three locks
on it. I locked all three locks. And at about that time Ambassador Stevens and Sean Smith were coming out to their
rooms. Sean Smith was already, you know, donning his
helmet and vest. I guided them both into the safe haven,
and set myself up in the safe haven with—I was holding
my M4.’’ 128
Two other Diplomatic Security Agents attempted to ‘‘go back to
Villa C to also provide protection for Stevens, but not to shoot at
this large group.’’ 129
The agents in Villa B attempted to go to Villa C, but they were
met with a very large hostile force of 7 to 10 attackers with ‘‘AKs
and RPGs.’’ 130 The two agents made the tactical decision not to
shoot at this large group because, ‘‘if we would have taken one of
them out at the time, it could have gone substantially worse.’’ 131
The Agents believed the attackers would have been ‘‘out for blood’’
and it would have inflamed an already bad situation.132
Because of this concern, the agents chose to return to Villa B,
which also served as the cantina or cafeteria for the Mission compound.133 After seeking refuge, one of the agents in Villa B then
contacted the TOC in Tripoli and the other agent contacted the
State Department’s Diplomatic Security Command Center [DSCC]
in Washington D.C. at 9:49 p.m. Benghazi time [3:49 p.m. in Washington, DC].134
Unknown to the Diplomatic Security Agents on the Mission compound, the attackers were a mix of local extremist groups, including the Benghazi-based Ansar al-Sharia, al-Qaeda in the Lands of
126 Diplomatic
127 Diplomatic

Sec. Agent 3 Testimony at 141; Diplomatic Sec. Agent 4 Testimony at 128–29.
Sec. Agent 3 Testimony at 141; see also Diplomatic Sec. Agent 5 Testimony at

114.
128 Diplomatic
129 Diplomatic
130 Diplomatic

Sec. Agent 5 Testimony at 114.
Sec. Agent 3 Testimony at 142.
Sec. Agent 1 Testimony at 58.

131 Id.
132 Diplomatic

Sec. Agent 3 Testimony at 142.
at 141–142.
Sec. Agent 2 Testimony at 86; see also, Email from the Diplomatic Sec. Command Ctr. to the Special Assistants for the Secretary, et al. (page 1) (Subject: Benghazi—Attack
on Compound—09112012) (Sept. 11, 2012, 6:34 PM) (on file with the Committee, C05578314).
133 Id.
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A: That’s when they left to go on the rescue.162
The Chief of Base was adamant that he never told the Annex
team members to ‘‘stand down.’’
You said that you let them go. Did you give them an affirmative order for them to go?
A: I think I was working with [the Team Lead] the whole
time——
Q: Okay.
A: —in an effort to get them to get them gone, to have
them go. So whether or not I gave an affirmative order,
but I wanted them to go. They were cleared to go. And
they went.
Q: When you say they were cleared to go, is that you giving the clearance?
A: Yes.
Q: Did you have any discussions—do you recall having
any discussions with the deputy chief of base about allowing the guys to go?
A: I don’t recall any. It was never—I never had any doubt
about the GRS people going to the State Department compound. I had great concerns and great worry about it but
I did not, I did not tell anybody to stand down.163
The Chief of Base acknowledged he may have told the team to
wait while he was attempting to secure additional resources for
them.
I may have said wait because we were trying to get this technical
truck that the team lead wanted. But it wasn’t 10 minutes, or 5
minutes. It was a short period of time. And the only time I remember ever talking to [Annex team member] was when he came up,
and I said I’m trying to get a technical truck for [the Team Lead].
There was nobody, myself or anybody else in Benghazi, that did
anything to hold up the GRS deploying. The team lead was always
cleared to go.164
He further added:
People were coming and going the entire time. But I did
not issue a stand-down order. And if there was a delay,
there was a very short delay, basically the team lead we
have to try to get this gun truck.
*
*
*
I was doing everything, and to my knowledge, everybody
on that base was doing everything. I think I carried an
ammo can at one time to get those guys out the door.
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into North Africa. It’s a big place. We’ve constantly reminded State while I was the Vice Chairman and also, you
know, National Security Council staff, gently, politely, that
if you’re counting on reactive forces from DOD to pull your
fat out of the fire, basically, when there’s an event going
on, you’re kidding yourselves. It’s just too hard to get
there. Usually, an event is over fairly quickly, and even in
the best alert posture we can be in, it’s going to be a couple of hours, two or three hours, before we can be someplace.
So what you should really be counting on is using these
forces to either preemptively reinforce an area, like an embassy, or preemptively evacuate an area, like an embassy.
Don’t count on us to drop in in the middle of the night and
stop a situation that’s going on.
Now that won’t prevent us from trying, certainly. If there’s
an event in a place that—you know, like a Benghazi and
if we’re postured in order to get there, we’ll certainly try,
we’ll always try, but I’ve made it very clear to them—and
they understand this—that they need to be very careful in
their risk assessments. And it’s a lot easier to reinforce
and get out early than it is to save something that’s under
fire. And that has a lot to do not only with the tyranny of
distance and how long it takes to get there, but you know,
it’s not easy to take a force and just drop it into the middle
of an unknown area at night, and it’s even harder when
you’re under fire. You know, V–22s don’t like to fly when
they’re under fire, that sort of thing. So we’ve tried to
make it very, very clear to [State], try, please, please, to
do good risk assessment and evacuate or reinforce so that
we don’t have to rescue you in the middle of a firefight.274
The President’s Directive and The Secretary’s Order
Just minutes after word of the attack reached the Secretary, he
and General Martin E. Dempsey, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, departed the Pentagon to attend a previously scheduled 5:00
p.m. meeting at the White House with President Obama and National Security Advisor Thomas E. Donilon.275 The Secretary recalled two details about the attack on the U.S. facility in Benghazi:
a building was on fire and Stevens was missing.276 As the Secretary and Dempsey briefed the President on the evolving situation
in Benghazi, Libya, the Secretary recalled the following guidance:
The President made clear that we ought to use all of the
resources at our disposal to try to make sure we did everything possible to try to save lives there.277
Immediately following the meeting with the President, at roughly
6:00 p.m., the Secretary and Dempsey returned to the Pentagon
274 Winnefeld

Testimony at 74–75.
Testimony at 22.
at 22–23
277 Id. at 24.
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and convened a meeting that included Ham, who was in Washington D.C. at the time, and relevant members of the Secretary’s
staff and the Joint Staff.278
During the meeting, three distinct capabilities were identified to
deploy in response to the attacks in Benghazi: two FAST platoons,
the CIF, and the U.S. SOF, capable of response to crises worldwide.279 Again, the Secretary was not aware, and was not told, of
any assets in Tripoli.
The Defense Department provided copies of maps identifying assets present in European Command, AFRICOM, and Central Command’s areas of responsibility on September 11, September 12, and
September 13 to the Committee. The assets identified on the maps
were purportedly considered during this meeting, although the
Joint Staff at the time did not keep a daily updated list of assets
and their locations.280 During its investigation, the Committee determined the maps failed to include assets that actually were deployed in response to Benghazi. For example, a C–17 medical airplane was deployed to Tripoli on September 12 to evacuate the
wounded, deceased, and other American citizens. That asset was
not identified on the maps provided by the Defense Department to
the Committee. Given this discrepancy, the Committee requested it
confirm whether there were any additional assets not identified on
the maps or any assets withheld due to special access programs restrictions. It did not respond to the Committee’s request. This failure to respond unnecessarily and unadvisedly leaves questions the
Defense Department can easily answer, and it is in the public interest that it do so.
According to the Secretary, within an hour of his return to the
Pentagon, he issued an order to deploy the identified assets.281 The
testimony of record is that the President’s direction that night was
clear: use all of the resources available to try to make sure we did
everything possible to try to save lives there.282 When asked
whether he expected or needed the President to later extrapolate,
clarify, or reissue that order, the Secretary said ‘‘no.’’ 283 The Secretary insisted he understood the President’s directive and no further communication with the President was necessary. Nor did any
further communication with the President take place.
Similarly, the Secretary insists his own intentions and actions
that night, in the aftermath of the President’s orders, were also
clear: deploy the identified assets immediately. The Secretary said
his orders were active tense. ‘‘My orders were to deploy those
forces, period. . . . [I]t was very clear: They are to deploy.’’ 284 He
did not order the preparation to deploy or the planning to deploy
or the contemplation of deployment. His unequivocal testimony was
that he ordered the identified assets to ‘‘deploy.’’ 285
By 7:00 p.m. in Washington [1:00 a.m. in Benghazi], nearly three
hours after the attacks began, the Secretary issued what he be278 Id.

at 22.
at 24–25
Winnefeld Testimony at 45.
281 Panetta Testimony at 25–26.
282 Id. at 23.
283 Id. at 49.
284 Id. at 26.
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lieved, then and now, to be the only order needed to move the
FAST platoons, the CIF, and the U.S. SOF.286 Yet nearly two more
hours elapsed before the Secretary’s orders were relayed to those
forces. Several more hours elapsed before any of those forces
moved. During those crucial hours between the Secretary’s order
and the actual movement of forces, no one stood watch to steer the
Defense Department’s bureaucratic behemoth forward to ensure
the Secretary’s orders were carried out with the urgency demanded
by the lives at stake in Benghazi. For much of the evening of September 11, principals in Washington D.C. considered Stevens to be
missing and reliable information about his whereabouts was difficult to come by. For those on the ground and in the fight in Libya,
the reality of a second American death was sinking in.
THE SECOND ATTACK ON THE COMPOUND
Evacuation to Annex
In Benghazi, the Diplomatic Security Agents determined Stevens
would not have survived the fire in Villa C, and they were now engaged in a recovery mission.287 According to Diplomatic Security
Agent 4, ‘‘[W]e were unable to find Stevens. I was very—at that
point, I think it was decided that this was probably a recovery mission. We were looking to recover his body.’’ 288
At 11:10 p.m. [5:10 p.m. in Washington], an explosive device detonated several meters inside the back gate, starting the second
wave of attacks at the Benghazi Mission compound.289 Around the
same time, the drone arrived on station over the compound.290 GRS
officers returned fire after being fired on by the attackers, while
the Diplomatic Security Agents loaded their vehicle and departed
the compound under fire at 11:16 p.m. [5:16 p.m.].291 Prior to leaving the compound, the Diplomatic Security Agents did not fire their
weapons during the attacks. As one Diplomatic Security Agent explained:
I feel now, and I felt then at the time, that I had the support. At that time there was no opportunity to shoot. There
was a situation, it was a moment where it was myself and
[another Diplomatic Security Agent], and we were very
close quarters with an overwhelming force of armed combatants, and at that situation it would not have been the
smart thing, it would not have been the tactical thing to
fire your weapon at that time.292
The Diplomatic Security Agents loaded Sean Smith’s body in
their vehicle and departed the compound through the main gate.
One Diplomatic Security Agent described what they saw as they
exited the compound:
286 Id.

at 49.

287 Diplomatic

Sec. Agent 4 Testimony at 137–138.

288 Id.
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ploy and said ‘‘go,’’ one U.S. facility in Libya had already been attacked, Sean Smith had been killed, Chris Stevens was missing,
and the U.S. Embassy in Tripoli was facing threats of another attack. The fact that nearly 24 hours elapsed until those forces actually arrived in Tripoli to reinforce the security there belies the expectations of the American people that the U.S. Military can and
will move expeditiously. The Secretary said this on the time it took
for forces to arrive in Libya:
Q: Mr. Secretary, did you know it was going to take 23
hours to get the first assets in country?
A: No.
Q: So what did you expect it was going to take?
A: I knew it was going to take some time, just because of
the preparedness for the units and then the time and distance involved. You know, you’ve heard the term ‘‘tyranny
of time and distance,’’ and it’s tough in this area.
*
*
*
But I didn’t—and I assumed these units moved as quickly
as possible and that, you know, we can get them in place
as quickly as possible, recognizing that there is a time element that’s involved. And, you know, I understand the
time element involved here just because of the nature of
moving the military.
I mean, as Secretary, I used to sit down with deployment
orders all the time of units. And you go through a whole
series of discussions about, you know, units that have to
be deployed. And, normally, the timeframe to get these
units deployed—it takes time. It takes time to put them on
a plane. It takes time for them to locate, I understand
that. But when you’re dealing with the kind of elite units
we’re talking about here, my expectation is that they move
as fast as they can.458
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The Commander of the FAST Platoon testified he first became
aware of the attack on the Mission compound in Benghazi through
reports on Fox News.459 At the time, the FAST Platoon was stationed in Rota, Spain.
So, that evening, I recall I was actually talking to my dad
on Skype, watching the Armed Forces Network news channel, which rotates through news affiliates, and I think it
was Fox News that night. And all of a sudden we see a
consulate building on fire.
As soon as I hung up with him, I got on the phone with
my commanding officer, and we had a short talk. . . . And
he said something more or less in the lines of, ‘‘Make sure
you do your laundry and you got enough soap.’’
458 Panetta
459 FAST
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military and/or security assets to the airport to assist our response
team. At this point this response team looks like it may be a hostage rescue team, that they are going to—we are going to need to
send them to try to save the Ambassador, who was in a hospital
that is, as far as we know, under enemy control. Our contacts with
the government in Tripoli are telling us that the Ambassador is in
a safe place, but they imply that he is with us in the annex in
Benghazi, and we keep telling them, No, he is not with us, we do
not have his—we do not have him.
At about 12:30, at the same time that we see the Twitter feeds
that are asserting that Ansar al-Sharia is responsible for the attack, we also see a call for an attack on the embassy in Tripoli, and
so we begin to—we had always thought that we were under threat,
but we now have to take care of ourselves, and we begin planning
to evacuate our facility. When I say our facility, I mean the State
Department residential compound in Tripoli and to consolidate all
of our personnel in—at the annex in Tripoli. We have about 55 diplomatic personnel in the two annexes.
On that night, if I may go back, I would just like to point out
that with Ambassador Stevens and Sean Smith in Benghazi there
are five diplomatic security agents, assistant regional security officers. With us in, at our residential compound in Tripoli we have
the RSO John Martinec, three assistant regional security officers
protecting 28 diplomatic personnel. In addition, we also have four
Special Forces personnel who are part of the training mission.
During the night I’m in touch with Washington, keeping them
posted of what’s happening in Tripoli and to the best of my knowledge what I’m being told in Benghazi. I think at about 2 p.m.—2
a.m., sorry, the Secretary, Secretary of State Clinton called me,
along with her senior staff, we’re all on the phone, and she asked
me what was going on, and I briefed her on developments. Most of
the conversation was about the search for Ambassador Stevens. It
was also about what we were going to do with our personnel in
Benghazi, and I told her that we would need to evacuate, and that
was—she said that was the right thing to do.
At about 3 a.m. I received a call from the Prime Minister of
Libya. I think it’s the saddest phone call I’ve ever had in my life.
He told me that Ambassador Stevens had passed away.
Mr. HICKS. I immediately telephoned Washington that news
afterwards and began accelerating our efforts to withdraw from the
villas compound and move to the annex.
Excuse me. I will take a glass of water.
Our team responded with amazing discipline and courage in
Tripoli in organizing our withdrawal. I have vivid memories of
that. I think the most telling, though, was of our communications
staff dismantling our communications equipment to take with us to
the annex and destroying the classified communications capability.
Our office manager, Amber Pickens, was everywhere that night,
just throwing herself into some task that had to be done. First, she
was taking a log of what we were doing. Then she was loading
magazines, carrying ammunition to the—carrying our ammunition
supply to our vehicles. Then she was smashing hard drives with an
axe.
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Mr. HICKS. They remained in Tripoli with us. The medic went
with the nurse to the hospital to lend his skills to the treatment
and care of our wounded.
Mr. CHAFFETZ. How did the personnel react to being told to stand
down?
Mr. HICKS. They were furious. I can only say—well, I will quote
Lieutenant Colonel Gibson. He said, ‘‘This is the first time in my
career that a diplomat has more balls than somebody in the military.’’
Mr. CHAFFETZ. So the military is told to stand down, not engage
in the fight. These are the kind of people willing to engage. Where
did that message come down, where did the stand-down order come
from?
Mr. HICKS. I believe it came from either AFRICOM or
SOCAFRICA.
Mr. CHAFFETZ. Now, my understanding is that General Ham was
actually not in Stuttgart, where AFRICOM is headquartered, but
he was in Washington, D.C. Is that correct?
Mr. HICKS. I don’t know the whereabouts of General Ham on
that night.
Mr. CHAFFETZ. Mr. Chairman, this is something that we are
going to have to continue to explore.
I need to move quickly now to Mr. Thompson, if I could.
You were the leader there at the what is called the F.E.S.T.
within the State Department. According to the State Department
Web site, the F.E.S.T. is the Foreign Emergency Support Team, the
U.S. Government’s only interagency, on-call, short-notice team
poised to respond to terrorist attacks worldwide.
I want to read to you an excerpt of an email sent by you to Kathleen Austin-Ferguson on Tuesday, September 11th, 2012, at 9:58
p.m. Could you help me understand, who is Kathleen Austin-Ferguson?
Mr. THOMPSON. She is Under Secretary Kennedy’s deputy.
Mr. CHAFFETZ. You wrote, ‘‘I am told that Pat Kennedy participated in a very senior conference call with the White House and
discouraged the F.E.S.T option. To remind, F.E.S.T. has dedicated
aircraft able to respond in 4 hours, is Department of State-led, and
provides the below skills. When FBI was contacted, they responded
that this situation would be better addressed via a F.E.S.T. response. Thus, there are others who are thinking the same way.
Ready to discuss further as needed. Mark.’’
Two questions——
Chairman ISSA. Can the gentleman suspend for a moment?
Earlier, there was one document that had not been placed in the
record because it hadn’t been provided through official channels.
And I would ask that we get that. I think it came from Mr. Gowdy.
And then, Mr. Chaffetz, if you could make your document available so we could make copies.
And then for any other Members on either side of the dais, if you
plan to use a document that is not currently committee record—
and I realize, since we have gotten very little, there is very little
committee records—please do us the favor of having copies so they
can be distributed at or prior to the beginning of the questioning.
I am sorry to interrupt.
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ing what we know today. So I want to thank all three of you gentlemen for your service to the American people and to our government. And I want to say to you that the tough treatment you have
gotten as a result not only on that day in September but since then
is a horrible tragedy.
I want to go back to Mr. Gowdy’s line of questions here. Mr.
Hicks was there a protocol within the consulate in the event of a
protest?
Mr. HICKS. Yes, there was.
Mr. MCHENRY. Was there any evidence when you were there in
Libya on that day that this was a protest?
Mr. HICKS. No, there was none. And I am confident that Ambassador Stevens would have reported a protest immediately if one appeared on his door. The protocol of course was for us to evacuate
immediately from the consulate and move to the annex.
Mr. MCHENRY. Okay. Was there anything in connection to a
YouTube video, was there any awareness that the events occurred
because of a YouTube video?
Mr. HICKS. The YouTube video was a non-event in Libya.
Mr. MCHENRY. Okay. And did you know about that within a couple of days or the day of?
Mr. HICKS. Yes.
Mr. MCHENRY. Okay. And so did you report to anyone in Washington within the first couple of days that there was anything in
connection—a protest in connection to a YouTube video?
Mr. HICKS. No. The only report that our mission made through
every channel was that there had been an attack on a consulate.
Mr. MCHENRY. Not a protest?
Mr. HICKS. No protest.
Mr. MCHENRY. You can leave your microphone off. I’m going to
come back to you a few times.
Mr. Gowdy mentioned this earlier, but on September 16th Ambassador Susan Rice went on the Sunday shows, recited a whole
group of talking points. Were you a part of those talking points.
Mr. HICKS. No, I had no role in that preparation.
Mr. MCHENRY. Okay. So one month later we had an Under Secretary Kennedy. Let’s play his statement:
‘‘Always made clear from the very beginning that we are giving
out the best information we have at the time we are giving it out.
That information has evolved over time. For example, if any administration official, including any career official, had been on television on Sunday, September 16, they would have said the same
thing that Ambassador Rice said. She had information at that
point from the intelligence community, and that is the same information I had and I would have made exactly the same point. Clearly we know more today, but we knew what we knew when we knew
it.’’
By September 16th, did you know what you know what you
know, which is apparently what Susan Rice said? Let me rephrase
that actually. Let me actually make that a question, if you will.
Ambassador Rice recited a set of facts. A month later they defended—the State Department defends that. You are a career State
Department official. Would you have said the things that Ambassador Rice said?
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PLAINTIFFS' INTERROGATORY TO
DEFENDANT DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
Plaintiffs propound the following interrogatory to Defendant Department of Defense,
under Rule 33 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
A.

The Interrogatory is to be answered fully.

B.

Provide not only such information that is in your possession, but also information

that is reasonably available. In the event that you are able to provide only part of the information
called for by any particular Interrogatory, please provide all the information you are able to
provide and state the reason for your inability to provide the remainder.
C.

If you object to or otherwise decline to answer any portion of the Interrogatory,

please provide all information called for by that portion of the Interrogatory to which you do not
object or to which you do not decline to answer. For those portions of an Interrogatory to which
you object or to which you do not decline to answer, state the reason for such objection or
declination.

EXHIBIT 6
1
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D.

The Interrogatory is regarding your communications on September 11 and 12,

2012, regarding the attack on U.S. facilities in Benghazi Libya. The times are Eastern Daylight
Time.

Interrogatory No. 1: State the times of all electronic, verbal, and written,
communications, from 3:32 p.m., through 3:00 a.m., by and among all DOD components, the
total number of individuals on the communication, their titles and locations, and the substance of
that communication. Include in your answer a description of all records, in any form, containing,
reflecting, or otherwise corroborating, that communication.

Date: June 25, 2018.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/
John H. Clarke Bar No. 388599
Attorney for plaintiffs
1629 K Street, NW
Suite 300
Washington, DC 20006
(202) 344-0776
johnhclarke@earthlink.net
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My understanding is that the discussion of the location of Mission Benghazi was an ongoing one and that the ultimate conclusion
of Ambassador Stevens was that we needed to be in Benghazi, the
cradle of the Libyan revolution. That, while he was continuously
reviewing other location options, it was his conclusion—as well as
that of security personnel in the State Department—that the current mission site was the best choice despite a higher price tag
because it was more secure than returning to the hotel where there
had been a bomb and bomb threats or moving closer to the annex
because it was closer to the road.
Can you give us your insights on the decisionmaking process
regarding the location of the Benghazi Mission? And as part of
your answer can you touch upon what actions were you and your
staff taking the night of September 11 and into September the
12th?
Secretary CLINTON. Well, first, you are right, Mr. Chairman, that
there was an ongoing discussion. When Chris first landed in Benghazi, he stayed in a hotel, along with other representatives of different nations. There were attacks in the vicinity, including the
parking lot of the hotel.
The decision was made to move. The compound was selected as
being a much better location in terms of security than the alternatives. But there was an ongoing discussion between Chris and
others in the Embassy in Tripoli, those going in and out of Benghazi, about how best to situate our post there.
I did see some overnight reporting about a document. I am not
sure what it is, but I would observe that there were a lot of ongoing
efforts because it was important that we were constantly asking
what was the best place. As you said, in general, Chris was committed to not only being in Benghazi, but to the location. The professionals in Washington paid close attention to Chris’s judgment,
based on his experience and his firsthand knowledge.
And so, we stayed. We continued to try to upgrade the facility
that was attacked. Obviously, as the ARB has pointed out, there
were inadequacies in the response, and those are the specific kinds
of recommendations that we are currently implementing.
Regarding what I was doing on September 11, I was at the State
Department all day and late into the night. During most of the day
prior to getting notice of the attack on our compound at Benghazi,
we were very focused on our Embassy in Cairo. That was under
assault by a group of protesters.
We were assessing the security of our Embassy, which is, as
those of you who have been there, certainly well defensed. But
there were crowds that were intent upon trying to scale the wall,
and we were in close communication with our team in Cairo.
I was notified of the attack shortly after 4 p.m. Over the following hours, we were in continuous meetings and conversations, both
within the Department, with our team in Tripoli, with the interagency, and internationally. I instructed our senior Department
officials and our diplomatic security personnel to consider every
option, to just break down the doors of the Libyan officials to get
as much security support as we possibly could, to coordinate with
them.
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I spoke to the National Security Adviser, Tom Donilon, several
times. I briefed him on developments. I sought all possible support
from the White House, which they quickly provided. Tom was my
first call.
I spoke with our chargé in Tripoli to get situation updates. I
spoke with former CIA Director Petraeus to confer and coordinate,
given the presence of his facility, which, of course, was not well
known but was something that we knew and wanted to make sure
we were closely lashed up together. I talked with the then-Libyan
National Congress President to press him on greater support not
only in Benghazi, but also in Tripoli.
I participated in a secure video conference of senior officials from
the intelligence community, the White House, and DOD. We were
going over every possible option, reviewing all that was available
to us, any actions we could take. We were reaching out to everyone
we could find to try to get an update about Ambassador Chris
Stevens, also our information specialist, Sean Smith. So it was a
constant, ongoing discussion and sets of meetings.
I spoke with President Obama later in the evening to bring him
up to date, to hear his perspective. Obviously, we kept talking with
everyone during the night. Early in the morning on the 12th, I
spoke with General Dempsey, again with Tom Donilon.
The two hardest calls that I made were obviously to the families
of Ambassador Stevens and Sean Smith. And they, I have to say,
were extraordinary in their responses, in their understanding of
the pride we had in both men and gratitude we had for their
service.
I would also just quickly add, Mr. Chairman, that while this was
going on and we were trying to understand it, get on top of it, we
were continuing to face protests, demonstrations, violence across
the region and as far as India and Indonesia. There were so many
protests happening, and thousands of people were putting our
facilities at risk.
So we were certainly very determined to do whatever we could
about Benghazi. We were relieved when we finally got the last of
the Americans out of Benghazi, but then we were turning around,
dealing with the very serious threats facing so many of our other
facilities.
Senator MENENDEZ. Thank you very much. My time has expired.
Senator Corker.
Senator CORKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Madam Secretary, I agree with you when people go into the field
to do the things they do, they do it knowing of the risk, and I agree
with you one of the untold stories here is that of the heroic nature
of many in Libya and what they did to save lives. I met several
of the JSOC folks and others that risked their lives saving others.
But I also have to say, in reading all the cables and that many
of us have done, there were systemic deficiencies. And I know you
know that. And I would like for you to just speak to that for a
moment.
To my knowledge, no one has been held accountable. Our staff
had a meeting with one of the State Department officials, and I
hate to use this word again, but it was nothing short of bizarre as
they talked about the communications. These officials were scream-
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22, 2015

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON BENGHAZI,
Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:01 a.m., in Room
1100, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Trey Gowdy [chairman of the committee] presiding.
Present: Representatives Gowdy, Brooks, Jordan, Pompeo, Roby,
Roskam, Westmoreland, Cummings, Smith, Schiff, Sanchez, and
Duckworth.
Staff Present: Philip G. Kiko, Staff Director and General Counsel; Chris Donesa, Deputy Staff Director; Dana Chipman, Chief Investigative Counsel; Sharon Jackson, Deputy Chief Counsel; Craig
Missakian, Deputy Chief Counsel; Mark Grider, Deputy General
Counsel; Mac Tolar, Senior Counsel; Carlton Davis, Investigator;
Sara Barrineau, Investigator; Sheria Clarke, Counsel; Paige Oneto,
Clerk; Kim Betz, Member Outreach Liaison; Paul Bell, Minority
Press Secretary; Krista Boyd, Minority Senior Counsel; Linda
Cohen, Minority Senior Professional Staff; Ronak Desai, Minority
Counsel; Shannon Green, Minority Counsel; Susanne Sachsman
Grooms, Minority Staff Director and General Counsel; Jennifer
Werner, Minority Communications Director; Peter Kenny, Minority
Senior Counsel; Erin O’Brien, Minority Detailee; Laura Rauch, Minority Senior Professional Staff; Dave Rapallo, Minority Senior Advisor to the Ranking Member; Daniel Rebnord, Minority Professional Staff; Mone Ross, Minority Staff Assistant; Heather Sawyer,
Minority Chief Counsel; and Brent Woolfork, Minority Senior Professional Staff.
Chairman GOWDY. Good morning. The committee will come to
order, and the chair notes the presence of a quorum.
Good morning. Welcome, Madam Secretary.
Welcome to each of you.
This is a public hearing of the Benghazi Select Committee.
Just a couple of quick administrative matters before we start,
Madam Secretary.
There are predetermined breaks, but I want to make it absolutely clear, we can take a break for any reason or for no reason.
If you or anyone would just simply alert me, then we will take a
break, and it can be for any reason or for no reason.
To our guests, we are happy to have you here. The witness deserves to hear the questions, and the members deserve to hear the
answers. So proper decorum must be observed at all times. No reaction to questions or answers, no disruptions. Some committees
(1)
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Lindsey Graham tweeted, ‘‘Where the hell were you on the night
of the Benghazi attack?’’
Those appear to be based on the testimony of witnesses and the
documentation that we have obtained in this committee and other
previous committees. They seem to run counter to the truth, because the testimony we have received states pretty much that you
were deeply engaged the night of the attacks.
So can you describe for us what the initial hours of that night
were like for you and how you learned about the attacks and what
your initial thoughts and actions were?
Mrs. CLINTON. Well, Congresswoman, I learned about attacks
from a State Department official rushing into my office shortly
after or around 4 o’clock to tell me that our compound in Benghazi
had been attacked. We immediately summoned all of the top officials in the State Department for them to begin reaching out. The
most important quick call was to try to reach Chris himself. That
was not possible. Then to have the Diplomatic Security people try
to reach their agents. That was not possible. They were, obviously,
defending themselves along with the Ambassador and Sean Smith.
We reached the second in command in Tripoli. He had heard
shortly before we reached him from Chris Stevens telling him that
they were under attack. We began to reach out to everyone we
could possibly think who could help with this terrible incident.
During the course of the, you know, following hours, obviously, I
spoke to the White House. I spoke to CIA Director Petraeus. I
spoke to the Libyan officials, because I hoped that there were some
way that they could gather up and deploy those who had been part
of the insurgency to defend our compound. I had conference calls
with our team in Tripoli. I was on a, what’s called a SVTC, a, you
know, video conference with officials who had operational responsibilities in the Defense Department, in the CIA, at the National
Security Council.
It was just a swirl and whirl of constant effort to try to figure
out what we could do, and it was deeply—it was deeply distressing
when we heard that the efforts by our CIA colleagues were not successful, that they had had to evacuate the security officers, our
Diplomatic Security officers, that they had recovered Sean Smith’s
body. And they could not find the Ambassador. We didn’t know
whether he had escaped and was still alive or not.
Ms. SANCHEZ. If I may, because my time is running short, I just
want to point out that you spoke with folks on the ground, you
spoke with folks in the White House, the CIA, the Libyan President
of the General National Congress.
Now, interestingly enough, former Director of the CIA David
Petraeus has not been before this committee and has not spoken
with this committee, but he did testify before the House Intelligence Committee in 2012, and he said that you personally called
him and asked him for help that night.
And I just want to end on this quote. ‘‘When Secretary Clinton
called me later that afternoon to indicate that Ambassador Stevens
was missing and asked for help, I directed our folks to ensure that
we were doing everything possible. And that is, of course, what
they were doing that night.’’ Is that correct?
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Mrs. CLINTON. I talked to the survivors when they came back to
the United States, and one, who was for many months in Walter
Reed, on the telephone.
Mrs. ROBY. Okay. And——
Mrs. CLINTON. You know——
Mrs. ROBY [continuing]. Going back to Panetta and Dempsey,
you had stated that they were the decisionmakers——
Mrs. CLINTON. Uh-huh.
Mrs. ROBY [continuing]. But you never spoke with them while
your people were on the ground?
Mrs. CLINTON. I’m sorry.
Mrs. ROBY. I want to make sure this is clear. Panetta and
Dempsey were the decisionmakers when it came to response. We’ve
already talked about the FEST, so I’m not going to get back into
that, but what I’m trying to clarify is that they were the decisionmakers, your people were on the ground in harm’s way, and you
never had a conversation with them.
Mrs. CLINTON. I did not need to. During the turmoil of that afternoon and into the evening, we knew the President had personally
told them both in the Oval Office that he expected them to do everything they possibly could do. And I knew that they would then
turn to those officers responsible for carrying out that order. They
were represented on that SVTC. That’s why I sat in it.
And remember, too, Congresswoman, we had a lot of other
threats coming in. We were still worried about Cairo. We had——
Mrs. ROBY. Well, I understand, but you had your people on the
ground that were being attacked.
I want to get back to the survivors in the little time I have left.
Did you talk to the survivors directly at all——
Mrs. CLINTON. Yes, I did.
Mrs. ROBY [continuing]. At any point? Can you tell us when?
Mrs. CLINTON. It was kind of a rolling series of conversations.
When they came back to the State Department, I met with and
talked with them. As you know, their names have never been made
public. I don’t intend to today.
Mrs. ROBY. Can you give me a month?
Mrs. CLINTON. I’m sorry. What?
Mrs. ROBY. A month?
Mrs. CLINTON. It was—for some of them, it was less time than
that, and for one of them, I did not—I talked with him on the
phone. I did not get to physically see him until he’d been released
from the hospital, and that was early in 2013.
Mrs. ROBY. I think, Mr. Chairman, there’s two messages here. I
think the first message is that—is the message that you sent to
your personnel the night of the attack, that you went home. They
all stayed there, and you didn’t go back till the next morning. I
think the second message that is sent is that you used the FBI’s
inquiry as an excuse not to check in with your agents who were
on the ground who survived that horrible night just to ask them
how they were.
And I yield back.
Mrs. CLINTON. Well, if I could respond, Congresswoman. I think
that, again, is part of a theory that you and your colleagues are attempting to weave.
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30 Septemb er 2015
John H. Clarke
1629 K Street, NW
Suite 300
Washington, DC 20006
Re: F-20 15-00060; 14-cv-1589
Dear Mr. Clarke:
This letter is in response to your I October 2014 Freedom ofinformation Act (FOIA)
request for:
"I. Any and all reports, memoranda, correspondence, maps, diagrams, charts,
printouts, whether or not recorded electronically, regarding allegations that
Executive Branch personnel deleted, destroyed, erased, obliterated, or obscured,
records of CIA activities in Libya in the aftermath of the September II and 12,
2012 attacks in Benghazi, Libya, including but not limited to records in the
possession of the CIA Office of Inspector General.
2. Records of all communications genera ted in March of 20 II regarding Colonel
Muammar Gaddafi's expressed interest in a truce and possible abdication and exile
out of Libya, by or to:
(a) Head of Qaddafi's personal security General Abdulqader YusefDibri;
(b) Rear Admiral (ret.) Chuck Kubic;
(c) AFRICOM personnel, including but not limited to:
(i)
General Carter Ham; and
(ii)
Lieutenant Commander Brian Linvill; and
(d) The CIA."
We processed your request in accordance with the FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552, as amended, and the
Nation al Security Act, 50 U.S.C. § 3141, as amended.
With regard to Item I, we completed a thorough search for records responsive to your
request and located twenty (20) document s. Eight (8) documents can be released in segregable
form with redact ions made on the basis ofFOIA exemptions (b)(l ), (b)(3), (b)(5), (b)(6),
(b)(7)(c), (b)(7)(d), and (b)(7)(e) . In addition, it has been determ ined that twelve (12) documents
must be denied in their entirety on the basis of FOIA exemp tions (b)(I), (b)(3), (b)(5), (b)(6),
(b)(7)(c), and (b)(7)(d). Exemption (b)(3) pertains to Section 6 of the Central Intelligence
Agency Act of 1949, 50 U.S.c. § 3507, noted as exemption "(b)(3)CIAAct" on the enclosed
docum ents, and/or Section 102A(i)(l) of the National Security Act of 1947,50 U.S.C §
3024(i)( I), noted as exemption "(b)(3)NatSecAct " on the enclosed documents.
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With regard to Items 2 (a) and (d), in accordance with section 3.6(a) of Executive Order
13526, the CIA can neither confirm nor deny the existence or nonexistence of records responsive
to your request. The fact of the existenc e or nonexistence of such records is itself currentl y and
properl y classified and relates to CIA intelligence sources and methods informati on that is
protected from disclosure by Section 6 of the CIA Act of 1949,50 U.S.c. § 3507, and Section
102A(i)(1) of the National Security Act of 1947, 50 U.S.C § 3024(i)(I ). Therefore, this portion
of your reque st is denied pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b)(I) and (b)(3).
With regard to Items 2 (b) and (c) of your request, as noted in the acceptance letter, the
informat ion you seek would fall under the auspices of the Department of Defense.
This concludes our response to the above referen ced request.
Sincerely,

Michael Lavergne
Information and Privacy Coordinator
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(b)(3) CIAAct
3 December 2013

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein
Chairman
Select Committee o n Inte lligence
United States Senate
Washington, D.C . 20510
The Honorable Saxby Chambliss
Vice Chairman
Select Committee on Intelligence
United States Senate
Washington , D.C . 20510
De ar Madam Chairman and

2.
(U//~
I
s e to your request , 'P1ease provide
any information relate
the complaint, in its entirety, and
any information related to your office 's response or
investigation of the complaint ?" we provide the fo l lowing
documents:
A)

( U//~)
A copy of' ~he 1 November 2012 in~erna 1
email s ent by , the CIA o f fic e r to my offi ce .
I have redacte d any ident ifying i nformation
regarding t he officer in accordance wi t h 5 0 USC
3517 , and because of the officer's specific
r equest for confidentiality .

B) (U//i'SYQ.) A c opy of my 2 Nov8lllber 2 012 internal
email t o then Di r ector Pe t r a e usforwarding . at
t he officer' s request, concerns raised by the CI A
Upon Removal of Enclosures ,
This Document is SHeRH?
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The Hon orable Dianne Feinstein
The Honorable Saxby Chambliss

officer. Please n ote that all of the text below
my s ignature was taken d irectly from the
1 November 2012 internal email · sent by the CIA
officer to the OIG. In the ·1 November 2012
email, the officer's main concern was for the
informat ion t o be provided to the DCIA f or his
situational awareness . The officer wanted to
r e mai n unidentif ied and a pp a r e n t l y determined
that the best way to g et the information to the
DCIA anonymously was through my o ffice . As you
wi l l note, we accomplished that by means of my
2 November 20 12 internal email to the DCIA.
I informed the DCIA in the email that I was not
planning any further inqui
by my office but was
prepared to conduct any in iry into t h e concerns
raised by t he CI A o f f icer i
the Director so
requested . Director Pe
id not make any

~

such request.

C) (U/lt"Olffii
The I nte
Report dated 8 November
2012 document i ng
.
iew of the CIA officer
conducted on 5
vemb
2 12 by OIG investigators
and
(b)(3) CIAAct
I have aga~
n .
ny ident :Lfying information
regarding
of · c e r .

==:J

3.
tsi
In resp
your quest ion, "lihy did you de c i d e
not to make this compla1
into a more formal ' f ul l case"? "
There were several reasons.
First, ·1 was aware that the FBI was
c o nduct i ng a c r i mi n a l investigat ion i n to t he attacks. Second ,
I wa s aware that the officer's concerns were largely matters
that would fall within t h e purview of issues that would b e
addressed by the Accountability Review Board, as r e qui r e d under
22 U.S.C. §§4031 et seq. That statutory p rovision requires the
Secretary of State to convene an a ccountability review board in
any case of serious i n j u ry , loss of l i f e , o r significant
destruction of property at a U.S . Government missi on abroad .
I did not see sufficient v a l u e - a d d ed for an investigation by my
office that wo u l d offset the poten tial disruption an additional
parallel invest igation might c ause to the ongoing FBI and State
Department investigations.
.

4 . -f5i
I n response to yo u r question , 'Se pa r ate from this
complaint, d id you cons ider opening an investigation into the
·a t t a c k s i n Benghazi? lihy o r wh y not? " I did, but elected not

,
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The Honorable Dianne Feinste i n

The Honorable Saxby Chambliss

chiefly for the same reasons cited above .

I

(b)(1)
(b)(3) NatSecAct
We included this topic in our Fis cal Year 2014 Work Plan in
response to the tragi c "e v e n t s i n

Bengh~zi

as

wel l a s t h e recent

s h o o t i ng at the Washington Navy Ya r d.
5.
(U/ /!'etffl ) Last l y , in r e s p on s e t o your question , "In
our sta ff's discussions wi th yo u r o f f i c e , your staff .mad e
several refer ences t o a "Di rector 's invest igation n or
"Di r e c t o r ' s internal invest igation" i n to Benghaz i . What is you r
understanding of t h i s invest igat ion ~d who was in charge of

it?" The OIG off icers that met with W;ou r staff members. .on
20 No v embe r 2013 have informed me ~ha . t he y were referri ng to 'an
interview team then Director_~~r~·
u ttin t ether to
int erview Agency personnel
I do not
have" any addi tional informat io , .
. reco mmen you cont-act "t he
CI A Of f Lce of Congressional Al~s for information regarding

any review or investigati o~""~ conducted at the .direc tion
of then Director Petraeus ,: r th~ Ac t i ng Director Morell.

~

(b)(1)
(b)(3)
NatSecAct [

,,~

6.
(U) If y ou h ",,, '1111,
&Iit ional questions, please
c o ntact me or the OIG couns~l, L (b)(3) CIAAct
Sincerely,

Dav id ·B . Buc kley
Enclosures:

As Stated
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_Is
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Subject: AIIega1Ion pertaInI~ to Benghllzt lu)

From: oa.td B.1ludd8)'
Inspedcr General

To:

e-a11nte81gence Nvrn=
Date: 11I02I201203:52 PM~_ .=
Bee:

Davtd H. Po........
Michael J. Moren, V. SUe 8rDmIey,

- - - ---I

(b)( 3) CIAAct

--;;:oo=-=====~_Davtd 8.
BuddeylSTF/AGENCY@WMA

(b)(3 ) NatSecAct
Classification: SEeRET/j
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I

(b)(3) NatSecAct
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.
DlreclDr,
•

•

(b)(6)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(7)(d)ibased on your
(b)(1)
IG received an al)eQalion from an officerl
comments madeL
officers. you may have not bee:
providedwith all the details regarding th~ Benghazi and subsequent
(b )(3) Nat SecAct

:~:r

0

~SC403q.

asked that the inform
the officer's identity in compl"

be provided to you . I have redacted

•

The officer acknowledges
.on provided is second and third hand
However, given the sensiti
ming this issue, I am providing this
information directly to you for yo r action as you deem appropriate . I informed
DDCIA;

•

The officer calls into question some actionsand decisions made by the Chief of
Base. Benghazi.

While we plan to conduct a preliminaryinterview of the officer , we are not planning
further work on this issue by my office. However, we stand ready to conduct any inquiry
you may request, if indicated.
safe travels.
David Buckley
I request the following information be provided to the DClA for his sltuatlonal awareness:
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Confidentiality Notice: The infonnation in this
hments may be confidential orprivileged under
applicable law. includingproleClion from public
the Freedom oflnfonnation Act (F01A). S USC
§SS2. or Olberwise protected from disclnsure to
one othe an the intendedrecipient(s). Any use, distributinn, or
copying of thisemail. including anyO~
its
cots byany person other than the intended recipient. or
for any purpose olber dlan itsintended 'f9stri
ctl
ibited, If you believe that y.ou received this email in errer,
. please permanentlydelete it and any
.
IS,
do not save, copy, disclose,or rely on any part ofthe
information. Contact the OI(b)(3) C IAAct]ify have any questions or to let us know that you received this
email in error.
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SE6AETI~

B November 2012

INTERVIEW REPORT

INTERVIEWEE:

1

(b)(3) CIM et
(b )(6)
(b)( 7)(e)

_

PREPARED BY: [(b)(3) CI~
(b)( 1)
(b)(3) CIMet
CASE:
(b)(3) CIM et) eI\1lazi AIlac:ks, 11-12 S8p1ember2012
(b)(3) NatSeeAet (b)(3) NatSeeAet
(b)(6)
(b)(7)(e)
(b)(7 (d)

1.

(~JNQFQRNl On 5 November 2012••0fIice of In8D9Clor G-mt (OIGI,

l~t!on8StaIf(lNV), Spec:iaI

r-

~h~'

S( b)( 3) NatSeeAe(b)(3) NatSeeAet
.

ContaCliiJ SI'S

IbeJrrtervtew

took place from 1800 to 1940 hours. The in1e

:use Of[ ~ thai the DlI'llClor of
( b)(7)( e)~
nisJnfoImed CGncemJng the events Sll
the CIA Base in Benahazi. Ubya. on 11
1
(b)(3) NatSeeAet
2. ~
'NQFeAN) At the
of the following:
•

(b)(3) CIMet
(b)(6)
(b)(7)(e)

•

On 2
inf

was

at

(b)(3) C IMet
(b)(6 )
(b)(7 (e)

'

. H. Petraeus, had been
attackson the US Consulate and
2012.
-

-

was inlanned

OIG provided to Director Petraeus the
•
to OIG via Lotus Notes e-mal on

2NCMlmbe
DlrecIor Petraeus wailtBd'
the

infonnaIiorCProvidlld.

10 know he appreciates having

: i Diredor Petraeus 1$ not aware of
(b)( 1)
(b)(3) NatSeeAet

•

l

----:-_
(b)(3) NatSeeAet
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~November
2012 l.oIus Not8s e-mail, and the WCli.
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Special Agent

Attachment: lotus Note e-mail Irani
~o
OIG(b)(3) CIMetdaled 2 November 2p12
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From.]
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I

(b)(3) CIAAet .

·Subject ,Jlllllghszl11mellne I8Con1BCI wlIh OIG

. ~::

Assistant Inspector General for
I"lies . ations

I

(b)( 3 ) CIAAet

(b)( 3) CI AAet
Dat e: 1111512013 0 1:13 PM

( - - Document has been archived. Click"Relrie:ve- button to retrieve document conteots
attachments. .. ··1

~nd
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• 1 November 201 2' - An A~ncy employee contacted the' OI9;\via LN, to expressa concern that the

C

O/CIA had not beenprovidedwith "fulsome delails" regarding lI)'e events.of 11 -1.2 September 2012, and
Ck on the·US compounds in Benghazi, Libya., · ·v:;\\." ,;m:-t 1b,
·
.
I
Theofficer statedthat hi~lJ~r information was entirely secondhand, ba!)ed ~pon hlsJhers.u~seq uenl
discussionsC =
_
The officer expressed concern that the inforrr;i1~p[lw.[~ovia,~to the D/CIA by official channels,was not

1

.

.. , .;. . .,

that 'the GIG ensur,t}that 'hl ::i . er Information was prqvided to O/CIA. .'
[co....!!!J,1lete. and reguested
.
.
~

'.

......l0.

~:

.~

1

.

.

. ...

.
.

(b)( 1)
(b)(3) CIAAet
(b)( 3) N a t Se eA et

(b)(6)
(b )( 7 )( e)

,

(b)(7 )(d)

·2 Nov ember 2012 · The 1 NovemberilZt:ltmiDl.t~;.t].J?'~iaentity ot tne complainant, wa s forwarded:to the '

D/CIA, DO/CIA, ADD/C.lA. and:
by the IG. via LN, The identity of the complainanl was not
.
.
. ..
..
: . ,' ...
provided, lAW 50 USC 403q, ~( b~(3 ) C IAf'et '
- 5 November 2012 - The.officer was ffi1er"je~d lelephonically by S~( b )( 3 )

C JAAeCand

.

SAl(b)(3) C IAAet

T e officer provided further details to the LN provided to the OIG on 1 November,
The officer also requested confidenti... I :• • •

P>'O . .... ..

A ;....... h; .. / h n ..

..

ldentity.

(b )(3) N atSeeAet
W e have no record that anyone affiliated I
ever contacted the Hotli~e or tnvestlqeti ons
concerning tne event s in Benghazi in September 201 2.
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FromC b)(3) CIAf'ct Subject: .Re: Be"1lhezlTImelinereCon1Bc:lwlthOIG ·Gl)
Date: .J1 /15 /2013 01:41 PM

~::

I

..

(b)(3) Clfct

This message is digita lly' signed

[..... Document has been archived. Click "Retrieve" button.to retrieve document contents and
attachments.......]
.
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(b)(3 ) NatSecAct
Classification: 6ESRE:rI
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~

Thanks for your quick response.
.
~~1;~~~, ..
The Hill hasn't contacted our offices as yet.
4if!1!:1:.
·~0
.
. . .
Let's make sure that our staff knowsto route any'·su¢h ca l~to the FO-goes without saying.

_ _ _ _______ _ ___ ___'i"'SJ"":.~.iib·

(':3)0';"

. .

. .. I

Confidentiality Notice: The ,informatio~rr:rihiS ·~ai.!!~hd any attachmentsmay be Confidential or,privileged
under applicable law, includingprote<:tion fro~JPublic disdosure under the Freedom cif Information Act ',
(FOIA), 5 USC §552, or otherwise pl'btected friftn disclosure 10 anyone other than the intended
. .
recipient(s).
,
.,,~1./
.
. .
Any use, distribution, or copying of this'enY'a'fl; including any of its contentsor attachments by
Person
otherthanthe intended recipient, odor any purpose other than.its intended use,'is strictly prohibited: .
If you baHey.s that you received thisemail in error, please permanently delete it and any .attachments, and
do not save, copy,_disclose, or rely on any part of lhe information.
_
.
Contact the DIG a(b)(3) CIAAct you have any questions or to let us know that you received this email

any

In

error.

.'.

.

,

.

I

The officer s,Jilled tn.at hisiher information was entirely second hand, based upon hlSlfierSul:isequent (b)( 1)
discussions I
I
·
. ( b )( 3 ) CIAAct
The officer expressed concern that the infonmation prOVided to the DICtA by official channels was not(b )(3) NatSecAct
C:--=Iate, and r§Quested that the DIG ensure that hisiher information was provided to DICIt\.
( b )(6 )
I

L.-~---:-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---...Jt
The officer provided further detaits to the LN provided to the.OIG on 1 November.
The officer also requested confidenti'(b)(3 ) NatSecActlentily.

.

( b)(7)(c)
(b)( 7 )( d)

We have no record that anyone.affiliated I
:ever contacted the Hotline or Investigations
concerning the events in Benghazi in September 2012.
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David Buckley

To:

(b)(3) CIAAcl
Cc:

Subject:

Immediate Action: Alleged Complaints related Benghazi

Importance:

High

Cla ssification: UNCLASSIFIED

=== = = === = ====== = ==== === ====== ======= ==== ==== == ===== ===

All ,

The Vice Cha irman of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, along with
several other Senators, included in their a€ceAdditional Viewsa€ of the SSC! .
Report on the Review of the Terrorist Attacks on U.S. Facilities in
Benghazi, libya, September 11-12, 201 2, dated January 15,201 4 :

a€ : .a€ceAt the same t ime, the Comm ittee has learn ed that the CIA Inspector
General d id no t inv esti gate compl aints re lating to the Benghazi attacks from
CIA whi st leblowers. Whether t hese compla in ts are ultimately substantiated or
d ismissed is irrelevant. On a matter of this magnitude lnvolvinq the deaths
of four Americans, jhe I nspect or General has a slnqular obligation to take
ser iously and fully investigate any all egation of wrongdoing. His failu re to
do so raises sign ificant question s that we believe the Committee must
e xplore more fully .a C

Since t he attack, I hav e repea ted ly inqui red of In vestigations and the
Hotline of th e receipt of any suc h compla in ts . And , in prep ar at ion for a
respon se to a SSCI inquiry in November 2013, we again searched the I NV and
Hotline files regard ing the receipt of any Benghazi related complaint or
issues th at have been made to the OIG . There was one identified matter. I
replied to the SSCl on December 3, 2013 regarding that one issue.
Notwithstanding that response, however, the Reporta('"s Additional Views
contained the statement above.

Acco rd ingl y , in further d ue diligence, I am requiring yo u all to chec k your
f iles for an y su ch compla ints.

/:":O.·'Cl ·' ~~ 'J-." '.'~? '"

!:
\

C

I . . .
-

'\...!:.....; . '--:::;
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Do ub le check you r r ecord s an d iden tify to me any and all aCrecomplai nts
rel atin q to the Beng hazi attacks .ef
Please conduct the records check
immediat ely and report t he resul t s to me in writing as soon as possible but
no later t ha n to morrow, COB.

Tha nk you,

David

Dav id B. Buckley
Inspector Genera l

Con fide ntiality Notice : The information in thi s email and any attachments
may be confident ial or privileged under app licabl e law, inc iuding protect ion
f ro m pu blic disclosure under t he Freedo m of I nforma t ion Act (FOIA) , 5 USC
A§ 55 2, or otherwi se prot ected from d iscl osure to anyone other than th e
intended recipient (s} : Any use, distr ibut ion, or copying of this ema il,
incl uding any of its contents or attachmen ts by an y person other t han t he
intended reci pient, or for any purpose oth er than it s intended use, is
strictly pro hibited. If you believe that you received this email in error,
please perm anent ly de lete it and any attachments, and do not save, copy,
disclose, or rely on any part of t he inform at ion. Cont act the OIG at
I
Iif you have any questions or to let us know that you received
t his ema il in error

(b)( 3) CIAAc t

=== == ======= === == = = = = = = = == = ============ ===== = ======== =
Classification : UNCLASSIFI ED
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I searched my Lotus Notes and have 9 emails dated between 2 Nov 2012 and
14 Nov 2012 re lated to an allegation I NV received concerning the Benghazi
attack on 11 -12 Sep 2012 . The y are related to INV easel
~ and
INV should have the complete case file . Please let me know if you would
like me to forwa rd my LNs.

(b)(3)
CIMet

I

From :
(b)(3) CIMet
To:
Cc:
Date : '--=
= 2/=2014
= ;--,c.-:-o
""=
0 1/2
12 :32
PM - - -- -- -Subject :
RE: Benghazi document s

---'

Classification : SEeR!!'T

(b)(3) NatSeeAet
---- -=-- - --- - - ------ -------- - -- - -----===== ============
What the IG is looking for specifically is complaints made by officers
about the Benghazi events. I hope th is will narrow down the search .

(b)(3) CIM~t

From : I

Sent: Wednesday, January 22 , 2014 10 :13 AM

~~~ ~(3) CfMet

I

Subject: Fw: Benghazi documents ·
Classification: SEeRE i

(b)( 3) NatSeeAet
---= =-- ---= - -- ---=--- -----=- =--- ---- - - -- - --- - --~== = == =

In response to our request for Benghazi materials, I had sent the the
note belo w to
in regard to information l
7
'=c==:-..,.-,= "","", I will check my records'-;f;::o""r""
an=y""""ot~h:-::e""r-=
m::-:a t e::-:r"'ia""ls=-=an
=d...--J
get ac to you y the 2pm . due date .
----- Forwa rded by

(b)(3) CIMet_ _ lon 0 1/ 22/2014 10:09 AM

(b)(3 ) CfMet

(b )(1 )
(b)(3) NatSeeAet
(b)(7)( e)

SEERET

From : i (b)(3) CIMet]
Date : 01/16/201404 :3 8 PM
Subj ect :
Fw: Beng haz i do cuments
To :
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(b)(3 )

CIAAct

Classification: SECRE i

(b)(3)

I

NatSecAct

(b)(3) CI~~t,,

=

= = = = = = = = = = == == = = = ==

C -- The list below is a pa rt ial list ing of the Beng ha zi documents th at
have been collect ed

I

_

I

IPlease adv ise if It is necessary to search wi th

t hat gran ul arity . Add itionally, J will revi ew my LNs on Friday to see if
I have potentially relevant material from my former days.
- - -- - Forwar ded by -(b)(3)

From :

( b)(3)

To:
Cc:
Date :
Su bj ect:

CIAAct

(b)(1 )
( b )(3) NatSecAct
(b)(7)(e)

Ion01/16/20 14 04:27 PM

CIAAct

01716/2014 03: 09 PM
Ben gh azi doc u me nts

Classification: SECRET

I

(b)(3)

NatSe cAct

(b) (1)

CIAAct
NatSecAct
(b )(7)( e)
(b ) (3)
( b)(3 )
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(b)(1)
(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b )(7)( e)

=~= ~= = ======== = = == ======== = = = = = = == == = = = === = = = == = ==== = =

Classificat ion: SEL RE i

Classification :

SE'~ ET
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UNCLASSIfIED/fAIce

From:

I
Chiel of Staff

(b}(3) CIAAct
(b}(3 ) CIAAct

Offi ce of Inspec tor General

Date: , 1/2712013 08:51 AM

Subject: URGENTACTION: ssel QFRs re Benghazi · dlllft

I response d~e 12N TODAY

To:
Cc:

(b}(3)
CIAAct

I
This message is dig itAlly signed.

[_... Doc ument has been archi ved . Click "Retrieve" butlan to retrie ve document contents and
attachments. ... ..J
Classification: UNC LAS SIFI ED/Ii'lH::i&

.

== == =================~=== ====== === ===== ====== = === = :;:;==;

Good

Mo m i n~

--

This LN is just to document the urgent action cited above.
To recap , the IG rece ived a memo dated 26Nov13 signed by SSCI ChairNice Chair with the following
Questions re a complaint received by OIG on or around 1 November from a CIA employee relatedto the
11 September 2012 terrorist anacks in Bengha zi, Libya:

,

'h

Please provide any informatio n related to the complaint in qu~g~on including the substance of tt:!e
compla~nt, in its entirety , an d any information rel ated to y.9.li_r~2~~~ response or investigat ion of the
co mpla int?
_"
. . •,",t,.
Why did you dec ide not to make this co mplaint into e,fH6re,}formal "full ca se"?
Separate from thi s complaint. did you consi der o~.oj'hg an) nvestigati on into the attacks on Behg hazi?
Why or why not?
''f;:'~'"'' l~iY
.
'.
In our staffs disc ussion with you r office , your s.!t:lfi "':lad &'"§,.everal references to a "Direct or's investigation"
or "Di rector's internal investigation" into Bengll~i:i : · <~. '~'i.'
What is your understanding of this investiga; !On and w~o wa s in charge of it?

no,l.rte1~tl~[1.YY.e_d~eSday, 4 Decem ber -- Dave would like to see a

While wri tten response is requested
dra ft response by 12 noon today.
. .... "
Than k you!
~ .

(b)(3) CIAAct

..
:;:t.

...r .

Chief of Staff offl~£.v4sPeetor GeneraiL..
:

.

(b)(3) CIAAcl
~----'-----'-----'--~
,

===========================:;::;:;======================= Classification:
UNCLA SSIFIEDItAftl&

UN CLASS IfI E D I I ~
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Memorandum for the Record
Events of 11-12 SEP 2012 at Benghazi Base, Libya

DeOBI
19SEP2012

Note all times local, approximate unless specifically noted.
_ _ _ _ _(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(6)

(b)(6)
At circa 2140 hrs local 11 SEP I w s sitti

in the Base SCIF working on a cable when
entered the SCIF and asked me to come into
th b)(3) NatSecAct room.
advised he had just received a call from the State
compound indicating they had been penetrated and were taking fire. He strongly
(b)( 1)
recommended taking the available GRS personnel then on base, himself and five other
t personnel
~ I found the
(b)(3) CIAAc rOB and we apprised him ofthe situation. He authorized the move, and began to call local
((~»((~» NatSeq~\:urit)" ancJlllilitia contacts to render assistance to the DoS compound. At the same time, we
==:Jb911b)(3) NatSecActo advise COS Tripoli and HaS of the evolving
hadl
situation. The six GRS officers and the Base Iingui rlAn~~d Base at circa 2150. Base
i
continued to maintain c ntact with ARSO personnel (b)(6) ~ho reported he was with the
(b)(1)
Ambassador, an(b)(6) ho was in the TOC. Calls fro (b)(6) 1 the compound became
(b)(3) CIAAct increasingly urge as t e GRS team was enroute, noting t e main building had been set on fire
(b)(3) NatSecAchd smokeJheat conditions were becoming increasingly difficult.
(b)(1)(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(6)---'---~---ndCOBwere
(b)(1)
L.....,.,,..----..,.,--.--:-_~
-.l---------,=.:..::.....::..=-:~-----,
(b)(3) NatSecAdtempting.t.....
o~co~nta~ct~L-r_-:-----=--_=-=-= -=--:-----'
I
0 assist. Circa 15-20 minutes
after the GRS departed base, one of the ARS (b)(6) advised via radio he had been
separated from the Ambassador. The GRS TIL capie t is transmission, and shortly thereafter
we heard via radio he had initiated a search with GRS personnel of building C in the mission.
Various other reports via radio indicated the GRS team was taking fire, and moving to locate
RSO personnel. The GRS TIL radioed base approximately one hour after their departure from
Base to advise they had located all ARSOs, one other State employee who was KIA, but could
not locate the Ambassador despite multiple searches. They advised they were returning to

GR~ Til I

I

.

m

..

_

__

1
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Base. ARSOs, in a separate vehicle, called base shortlythereafter to advisethey were inbound
to Base, and had taken heavyfire nearby the Mission. Personnel on the baseprepared for their
:~~~~.ind received them shortlybefore
)be ARSOvehicle had ObVjO~Ohn:avy

2(b)(1

(b)(3) CIAAet ARSC~b)(6)~ffereasefiOUS smoke Inhalatlon;-andanothe~{~)(6}Jhad a severe gash in his
left arm. GRS office~
!whohad arrived backat baseat circa 2230 and other Base
(b)(6)
personnel initiated treatment..g~b )(6) Jwound. cleaning and bandaging it. Basedid not have
02 available to provid(b)(6) 10 assls with his smoke inhalation. The GRS team arrivedshortly
thereafter.
, - - I-

-

(b)(1)
(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(3) NatSecAet

Shortlybefore0000 12 SEP, Basebegantaking fire whichwas returned by GRS. After
this initial attack, which lastedfor 15-20minutes, petering out into sporadic gunfire, the GRS TIL
recommended to COB that Basepersonnel prepare for evacuation of the compound. By this
point, Base had beenadvised by Tripolithat they had charted an aircraftand were deploving
four GRS and two TF operators_to Benghazi. I

(b)(1)
(b)(3) NatSecAct

(b)(3) CIAAet
(b)(6)

(b)(1)
(b)(3) NatSecAet

(b)(3) CIAAet
At severalotherpointsduringthe night Basetook fire from surrounding areas. Efforts
landl
~o
b 6
continued by COB,I
( )( )
determine who was behindthe attacks against the Mission, to determine the location of the
Ambassador, and to securesecurity assistance for the Base. By this pointwe were
coordinating ISR coverage of the area around the base attempting to identifythe source of the
attacks. This proved to be of limitedutilityin identifying specificthreats.
(b)(1)_ _
(b)(3) NatSecAet

I

(b)(1)
(b)(3) ClAAet
(b)(3) NatSecAct

2
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(b)(1)_
(b)(3) NatSecAct
I.

.J

At circa0200 Basewas advised the GRS/ TF groupfromTripoli had arrived at Benghazi
airport, but were Un~hlA tnlcure transportation. GRSat Basewereresupplied, and positions
A fated. ARS b)(S) lned GRS on \he
bu!dings, while ARSa
(b)(6) aintained conta
·th DoS Washington, an ~b)(6~ empted to recover from
sma e inhelation\b)(Slts close to losing consciousness at several poInIs in \heevening, and
Baseofficers stayed c ose by him to ensure he was getting fluidsand staying awake. After
he a
aredto recover to the point he was sitting upright andwas more alert.
about ~.5
ARSd b )(6) n b)(6) DYwith the Ambassador fromTn Ii alsoassisted with Bas
defenSive ositions.

rooIlj" oftT

~

hOlrs

(b)(1)
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(1)
(b)(3) NatSecAct

Sometime after 0330 hrs BaseGRS Til was adVised, and conveyed to COB and I, that
the Tripoli GRSITF officers hadsecured transportation andwere enroute to Base. At this point
Base had not received fire for circa90 min
i

(b)(1)
(b)(3) NatSecAet

rTfie

Tripoli GRSITFteamarrlved at circa 0430, and immediatel)'
took up defensive positions. J
-- --

(b)(1)
(b)(3) NatSecAct
In the midstof these discussions, 15-20 minutes afterthe Tripoli GRSrrF team arrived,
Basecame underattack again fromwhat I later learned was mortarfire. I heard several
explosions which became increasingly louder culminating in two very loudexplosions which
were direct hits on Buildin _I

(b)(1)
(b)(3) NatSecAct
3
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Within two-three minutes of this attack.r::(b)(6)
~as carried into the main
interior room of Building 3 with a chest wound,ansevere wounds to his arms. He was
suffering additional wounds to his legs from shrapnel fragments. I and other Base personnel
_initiated first aid, which was assisted and directed by Tripoli GRS officer~ After treating
,.1 (b)(6)
-~mediate wounds and prOViding morphine, he was moved to a couch and ARSO
(b)(6)~ had been on the roof of Building 3 . (b)(6)
s brou ht into the same room
sunenng from a severe wounds

(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(6)

(b)(6)
i0rkinaJ.lnder
direction.
(b)(3) CIAAct
_myself a~d two of the RSOs attem~ted to addres (b)(6) rjuries.
started a plasma
(b)(6)
IV. and we provldet(b)(6) ith two morphine ~ts abou 1U minutes apa
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
It was ctea(b)(6)J:s bordering on shock, an a ost a
significant amount of blood. We continJea to
t both injUred officers for approximatelyone
hour while security for the move was coordinated,
Shortly after the mortar attack it was decided all
soon as
'b

(b)(3)

CIAAct
(b(b)(3)

CIAAct
(b)(6)

rsonnel would evacuate the Base as

(b)(1 )
(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(6)

partecfthi
compound.

-----,

(b)(1)

It took about 25 minutes to reach the airport. r--(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(3) CIAAc=-t--,-_ _-:-_------:
_
(b)(6)
arrival at the airport. we loaded the two wounded--'--GRS=-=Offi:.:.:.:.::ce=:L_ _...c:..:=-..:....:~.::.J..:.:~.L...C.:..;.=----,
the aircraft{
(b)(1)
(b)(3) CIAAct
The plane dePC!I1e<!llt circa 0815 hrs.
(b)(1 )
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(6)
(b)(6)

I

COMMENT: Without the efforts of the Benghazi GRS contingent to enter the DoS
compound and recover the personnelthere. I have no doubt the surviving ARSOs would have

4
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beenkilled or taken captive. The actions of the six Base GRSpersonnel, who entered this
situation without hesitation andwith the full knowledge theywereoutnumbered and out-gunned,
was a heroicaction. Thisteam's professionalism in recovering successfully theARSO
personnel, conducting repeated searches for the Ambassador in extremely hazardous
conditions, entering a building fully involved in smoke andfire while taking fire. was an incredible
act of bravery. This same group then established effective. sustained defense against superior
fnrces attemf:)ting to attack our Base, and deterred these attacks successfully. GRSTIL
(b)(3) CIAf\ct-~lconductthroughout the 11-12 SEP recovery operation and subsequent attacks
(b)(6)
was exemplary.
_n

The actions of the GRSITF team from Tripoli werealsoexemplary. andenabled us to
successfully and in a controlled manner evacuate from our com ound (b)( 1)

(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(6)
Finally, all members of the Basestaffperformed to the highest possible level, continuing
to collect intelligence, provide reporting, attend to the wounded. account for sensitive equipment
and funds, support base defense. and successfully execute destruction procedures. There were
no/no examples of officers panicking or losing composure, evenfollowing the mortarattack. It
was a privilege to serve with this team of officers.

5
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HEARING TO RECEIVE TESTIMONY ON DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE’S RESPONSE TO
THE ATTACK ON U.S. FACILITIES IN
BENGHAZI, LIBYA, AND THE FINDINGS OF
ITS INTERNAL REVIEW FOLLOWING THE
ATTACK
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 2013

U.S. SENATE,
ARMED SERVICES,
Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m. in room
SDG–50, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Carl Levin
(chairman) presiding.
Committee members present: Senators Levin, Reed, Nelson,
McCaskill, Udall, Hagan, Manchin, Shaheen, Gillibrand,
Blumenthal, Donnelly, Hirono, Kaine, King, Inhofe, McCain,
Chambliss, Wicker, Ayotte, Graham, Vitter, Blunt, Lee, and Cruz.
Committee staff members present: Richard D. DeBobes, staff director; Leah C. Brewer, nominations and hearings clerk; and Barry
C. Walker, security officer.
Majority staff members present: Joseph M. Bryan, professional
staff member; Jonathan D. Clark, counsel; Richard W. Fieldhouse,
professional staff member; Michael J. Kuiken, professional staff
member; Peter K. Levine, general counsel; Jason W. Maroney,
counsel; Thomas K. McConnell, professional staff member; William
G.P. Monahan, counsel; Michael J. Noblet, professional staff member; John H. Quirk V, professional staff member; and Russell L.
Shaffer, counsel.
Minority staff members present: Adam J. Barker, professional
staff member; Christian D. Brose, professional staff member;
Thomas W. Goffus, professional staff member; Anthony J. Lazarski,
professional staff member; Daniel A. Lerner, professional staff
member; and Lucian L. Niemeyer, professional staff member.
Staff assistants present: Jennifer R. Knowles, Kathleen A.
Kulenkampff, Brian F. Sebold, and Lauren M. Gillis.
Committee members’ assistants present: Carolyn Chuhta, assistant to Senator Reed; Jeffrey Fatora, assistant to Senator Bill Nelson; Jason Rauch, assistant to Senator McCaskill; Brian Nagle, assistant to Senator Hagan; Mara Boggs, assistant to Senator
Manchin; Chad Kreikemeier, assistant to Senator Shaheen; Elana
Broitman, assistant to Senator Gillibrand; Ethan Saxon, assistant
to Senator Blumenthal; Marta McLellan Ross, assistant to Senator
COMMITTEE
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45
had that knowledge—and I recognize that is a hypothetical, but if
we had that knowledge—what military options would there have
been to prevent that loss of life and to stop that attack at the
annex?
Secretary PANETTA. Senator, as you said, it’s tough to respond to
a hypothetical. As long as we’re talking about hypotheticals, the
best that would have happened here is that we would have had a
heads-up and we would have had troops on the ground to protect
that facility. That’s the best scenario and that’s what works the
best.
Once an attack takes place, the biggest problem you have is getting accurate information about exactly what is taking place in
order to then develop what response you need to do it. You can’t
just willy-nilly send F–16s there and blow the hell out of a place
without knowing what’s taking place. You can’t send AC–130s
there and blow the hell out of a target without knowing what’s taking place. You’ve got to be able to have good information about
what is taking place in order to be able to effectively respond.
Senator CRUZ. So in your judgment, if I understand you correctly, the most effective means would have been to have boots on
the ground?
Secretary PANETTA. That’s correct.
Senator CRUZ. If—and again this is a hypothetical—at 9:42 p.m.
you had received a direct order to have boots on the ground to defend our men and women there, what is the absolute fastest that
could have been carried out?
General DEMPSEY. Well, based on the posture, our posture at the
time, it would have been N plus 6 plus transit time with the closest
ground force available. So you’re looking at something best case between 13 and 15 hours.
Senator CRUZ. So if I understand your testimony correctly, in
your military judgment there was no way conceivably to get troops
on the ground sooner than 13 to 15 hours?
General DEMPSEY. That’s correct.
Senator CRUZ. How about assets like an AC–130. If you had received an order at the outset to deploy an aircraft like an AC–130,
what would have been the absolute fastest it could have arrived at
Benghazi?
General DEMPSEY. I don’t even know exactly where they were,
but I know there were no AC–130s anywhere near North Africa
that night.
Senator CRUZ. I’d like to also spend a few moments on the decisionmaking as this crisis unfolded. I take it neither of you received
the hypothetical order at any point to get boots on the ground immediately?
Secretary PANETTA. No, that’s right.
Senator CRUZ. Now, both of you mentioned that at 5 p.m. D.C.
time you met with President Obama for a regularly scheduled
meeting, during which you discussed the attack at Benghazi that
had happened about an hour and 20 minutes earlier. You said the
total meeting lasted roughly 30 minutes. How much of the meeting
would you estimate covered Benghazi?
Secretary PANETTA. We teed up that issue when we walked into
the Oval Office, so I would say that the first 15 or 20 minutes was
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spent on the concern about that, as well as Cairo and what might
happen there.
Senator CRUZ. After that 15 or 20 minutes discussion of
Benghazi, do I understand your testimony correct that neither of
you had any subsequent conversations with the President the rest
of that day and that evening?
Secretary PANETTA. We continued to talk. I think we teed up
some other issues that we were dealing with at the time to inform
the President, and then once that concluded we both went back to
the Pentagon and immediately I ordered the deployment of these
forces into place.
Senator CRUZ. In between 9:42 p.m. Benghazi time when the
first attack started and 5:15 a.m. when Mr. Doherty and Mr.
Woods lost their lives, what conversations did either of you have
with Secretary Clinton?
Secretary PANETTA. We did not have any conversations with Secretary Clinton.
Senator CRUZ. General Dempsey, the same is true for you?
General DEMPSEY. Yes.
Senator CRUZ. One final question because my time has expired.
Senator Lee asked you about securing the compound and noted
that it took some 23 days to do so, and I think to the astonishment
of many viewers, we had CNN News crews discovering what appeared to be sensitive documents, rather than U.S. forces or law
enforcement.
I just want to make sure I understood your answer correctly, in
that you said that you were not requested to secure the compound
and had you been requested to secure the compound in your judgment the U.S. military could have done so and it could have done
so effectively?
Secretary PANETTA. Yes.
Senator CRUZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman LEVIN. Thank you, Senator Cruz.
Senator Hagan.
Senator HAGAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary Panetta, as I’m sure everybody said, this is your last
time before this committee. We certainly want to take an opportunity to thank you for your extraordinary service as Secretary and
all the other accolades and services that you have provided to the
people of the United States. So I too want to echo my sincere
thanks.
General Dempsey, thank you too for your continued service as we
go forward.
The September 11 attack drew attention to the use of local militia by the Department of State for protection in Benghazi. On the
night of the attack, security consisted of three armed militia members as well as four locally hired unarmed guards and five armed
Diplomatic Security agents. I understand that the three militia
personnel were members of the February 17th Martyrs Brigade,
which is a local militia that participated in the anti-Qadafi uprising.
Documents recovered from the post indicated that, while the
local militias trained with U.S. officials for this role, militia mem-
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TIME CONVERSION CHART

EASTERN STANDARD TIME

EASTERN DAYLIGHT TIME

LOCAL

LOCAL

"ZULU"

LOCAL

LOCAL

"ZULU"

12 HR

24 HR

UTC

12 HR

24 HR

UTC

12:00 AM
1:00 AM
2:00 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM
5:00 AM
6:00 AM
7:00 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM

0000
0100
0200
0300
0400
0500
0600
0700
0800
0900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400

0500
0600
0700
0800
0900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
0100
0200
0300
0400
0500

12:00 AM
1:00 AM
2:00 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM
5:00 AM
6:00 AM
7:00 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM

0000
0100
0200
0300
0400
0500
0600
0700
0800
0900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400

0400
0500
0600
0700
0800
0900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
0100
0200
0300
0400

HF Bands:
Start
3.500
7.000
10.100
14.000
18.065
21.000
24.890
28.000

next day
next day
next day
next day
next day
next day

next day
next day
next day
next day
next day

CB frequencies:
CW | Phone End
60 Meter:
26.965 = Ch. 1
3.600
4.000
27.065 = Ch. 9
"channels":
7.125
7.300
1
5.330.5
27.185 = Ch. 19
10.150
2
5.346.5
27.225 = Ch.23
14.150 14.350
3
5.366.5
27.265 = Ch. 26
18.110 18.168
4
5.371.5
27.305 = Ch. 30
21.200 21.450
5
5.403.5
27.375 = Ch. 37
24.930 24.990
27.405 = Ch. 40
28.300 29.300 … (29.3 - 29.5.10 Satellite) ... 29.5 -29.7 FM (-split)
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Assets, Flight Times
Aviano Air Base U.S. Air
Force 31st Fighter Wing
assets. 1,040 miles, two hour
flight, includes refueling.

Info
Naval Station Rota, Spain.
source:Dista
Two Marine Corps Fleet
Antiterrorism Security Teams
nce
from
"FAST"
teams, 1,500 miles,
nine hour flight.
Aviano, Italy
06 &
Benghazi, Sicily, Italy.
Naval Air Station Sigonella.
450 miles, 200-minute flight.
Libya
Assets believed to be 130-man
Reconnaissance force,
Banghazi Marine
AC-130 Specter gunship.
Google
Maps
https://www
.distancescalculator.co
United States.
m/milesSpecial Operations
Forces, eight hour flight.
from-aviano06-italy-tobenghazibanghazilibya.htm

Croatia. Forty-man Special Operations
Airborne Commander's-in-Extremis Force
"CIF." 1,560 miles, 230-minute flight. First
order, 3:00 a.m.

Souda Bay, Greece.
Air Force Base.
320 miles, 40-minute flight.
Assets unknown, and withheld,
but may be USAF F-16 Aircraft.

Djibouti. Combined Joint Task Force Horn
of Africa (CJTF-HOA). AC-130 Specter
gunships, 2,000 miles, eight hour flight.

Benghazi
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